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’ SJS Sophomore Explains
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Awaits Governor’s Approval

Reapportionment O.K.’d
Special to the Spartan Daily
SACRAMENTOA fast moving California State Legislature
compiled a Federal and State
Supreme Court edict yesterday
by approving the much debated
reapportionment bill.
In what was considered by
Capitol Hill observers as the fastest bill passing in recent legislative history, the Senate voted 28-9
in favor of SB-6, introduced by
Sett Steve Teale, D-Calavaras.
Minutes after receiving Senate
approval, the reapportionment bill
was passed in the assembly 52-8.

The reapportionment bill is expected to be signed into law within
a few days by Governor Edmund
G. Brown.
The reapportionment plan gives
Los Angeles County 14% seats,
compared to the one it now has.
In round figures, it also reduces
the number of Northern California
seats from 31 to 18 and increases
Southern California’s from nine to

n.

The assembly reapportionment
alters 50 of its 80 districts. Only
one major change occurred with
San Francisco losing one of its

five seats to San Bernardino and
Orange counties.
For many northern California
senators, the approval was a tough
decision.
"We pitted friends against
friends," Sen. Teale said. "We
have determined the political destiny of a great number of individuals, and it has been a distasteful job."
The legislature, in complying
with the Supreme Cotut order,
will be reapportioned in time for
the next general election scheduled
in 1966.

Agronsky Discusses
Viet Nam Dilemma

Roger Lette, 19..vear-old sop’s- existence of "conscientious ob- NNIIII the lam. %You’d be the same
omore philosophy major from jectors," who may, by showing as recognizing the validity and
their true and real moral objection necessity of the law. I don’t recogFremont, said yesterday he still
No. 23 plan. to burn his draft card on to their participation in the work nize the existence of laws which
of war, be legally exempt from compel men to kill."
Seventh Street today approxi- the draft.
Lette has stated that he doesn’t
mately 2 p.m., despite the pen- CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTOR think his act will be "futile," even
if it doesn’t change anyone’s mind
alties his act, if perpetrated,
"I have thought dbout being a about war.
would incur.
conscientious objector," said Lette.
"There is a way to resist the
Meanwhile, SJS President Rob- "But if I did that, my cooperation
Communists without killing them,"
ert D. Clark yesterday issued a
he said. "I’m all for Americans
statement regarding any possible
being over there to stop them, but
draft card burnings by SJS stuby passive resistance, by winning
dents. The complete text of his
over the peasants, by helping the
statement may be found on Page 1.
peoplethat’s the best way. The
On
burning
draft
cards:
"I am aware of the conseCommunists won’t get anywhere
I
support
the
students
in
quences," said Lette. "But I have
their demands for free speech, if people are satisfied with their
to do what I think is right."
country.
On Aug. 30, President Lyndon rallies and peaceful demonstraKILL OR BE KILLED
B. Johnson signed into law a bill tions. Theme are constitutional
rights and they ought to be as
"However, there are a lot of
making it a federal crime to burn
things to consider. I know the
or otherwise to destroy willingly available to college etudents an
men fighting over there face a
a draft card, a crime punishable they are to citizens of the genmuch more immediate situation.
by a maximum fine of $10,000 eral community.
I cannot support willful For them, it’s kill or be killed."
and/or five years in prison.
breaking of the law by the deLette said he came to his de"I expect prosecution for my
stroying of draft cards. Every cision to bum his draft card "a
act,’’ Lette said. "And certainly
student tempted to protest by few weeks ago." He said that the
I’ve had second thoughts all along.
this means ought first to ask war in Viet Nam was "getting
ROGER LETTE
Many people have talked to me
... against war about this, and tonight I’m going himself three questions:
worse, expanding" and that he
l. Am I willing to allow all felt he would face a draft call-up
to think very deeply about it all.
other Amerleans the satisfac- "certainly within a couple of
Right now (yesterday afternoon),
tion of breaking any tans that months."
I’m still going ahead with the
they might not favor at the
"I knew I wouldn’t go," said
burning, and I doubt if anyone can
moment?
Lette. "I’m against having armies
change my mind, although they
2. Would I, by such an ex- in the first place."
may.
ample, be encouraging people
Lette said his decision to btum
’GREAT COUNTRY’
with lees education and poorer his draft card was the only solu"I’m not against America. It’s Judgment to defy and violate tion he had fowsd which seemed
VISTA (Volunteers in Service to a great country. I’m just against laws nhich protect the rights
"right" to him. He achnitted he
America) winds up a five-day visit war, no matter which country’s of others?
was not positive that he would
to the SJS campus today, Miss involved."
3. Will sueh an act really con- burn his card today, and that the
Elizabeth Johnston, VISTA reLette said he was aware of the vince anyone that war is decision was "easily the hardest
cruiting leader said.
possibility that people might for- wrong
I have ever faced."
The organization, pop u 1 arly
President Robert D. Clark
get his protest within a few days
"I’ll be sure of my decision,"
known as the domestic Peace
or weeks of its happening, but,
Lette concluded yesterday.
Corps, assists President Johnson’s
he said, "There’s also a chance
war on poverty. It was created in
that people will change their minds
1964 by the Economic Opportunity
toward war.
Act.
"In any case, I have to do what
Althougb _VISTA is almost a
year old, it currently has more I think is right, and that is to
than 1400 volunteers in its ranks, do everything in my power to
with a goal of 2000 members by stop war and promote peace,"
added Lette.
Jan. 1, 1966.
The Selective Service Acts proVolunteers live and work with
the nation’s poor in a variety of vide, under federal law, for the
settings, like their overseas count*
*
*
erpart, the Peace Corps. Peace
Students dancing the Highland Univeisity Women, will be held
Corps opens its campus drive next
Fling to the latest international at 12:30 p.m. in the Pavilion where
week.
styles modeled by International chefs will serve foods from ten
students will be a few of the many different countries. The entertaininteresting programs to be given ment during the luncheon will be
at the United Nations celebration provided by Dr. William Kim, tenPITI’SBURGH (UPI) Frank
Gaworecki, 24, of Pittsburgh has held at the Santa Clara County or vocalist, with Lyle Richanison,
a different answer to why he tore Fairgrounds Saturday, noon to composer, at the piano.
Festival Ch
rm a n Adriene
up his draft card
because the midnight, and Sunday, noon to
Reeves announced that "one of the
Army rejected him when he at- 8 p.m.
Topless dancer 31liai Carol tempted to enlist Wednesday.
At Saturday noon the celebra- new features of the Festival this
Doda will not appear at SJS
FBI agents questioned him and tion will open with the consuls year will be International food
Tuesday. Miss Doda, who was indicated they would consult with general greetings from Finland, booths open at 12:30 Saturday, and
scheduled to make a promo- the U.S. attorney here to deter- Ireland, France, Japan, Spain, Sunday. There will also be extional visit to the campus, was mine whether federal charges Pakistan, Switzerland, Yugoslavia hibition booths in the Pavilion
taken to a San Francisco hos- would be placed against him. He and many others.
that will display the different cospital yeaterday suffering from was fined $10 by a local magistrate
The Consuls’ luncheon sponsored tumes and artifacts of the counwhat Wit% described as "nervous on a disorderly conduct charge.
by the American A.ssociation of tries.
exhausHon."
.1ccording to spokesmen for
Sparta Life, the promotion
campaign of the magazine was
scheduled to end on Tuesday,
Oct. 26, and the magazine has
no plans to sponsor a future appearance of Miss Doda.
An AMA spokesman told the
Daily that, "We regret Miss
Doda’s illness has firmed cancellation of her appearance and we
hope for her speedy recovery so
that she will be able to continue
her future plans."

Card Burnings

Recruitment
Ends Today

"We must maintain our dedication to reason above force," declared Martin Agronsky, CBS
News reporter as he discussed Viet
Nam at his mid-morning lecture
yesterday in Concert Hall.
At the conclusion of his address,
"U.S. in the Changing World" the
award winning newsman received
a standing ovation from the enthusiastic audience.
He said it is most important
that any American holds fast the
ideals of htunanism, or right above
might.
"I feel the Viet Narn crisis has
gone too long," he stated.
"There are over 600 dead and
we’ve spent more than $3% million per day in an abortive attempt to win."
Agronsky termed the criticisms
of the anti-Viet Nam demonstrations issued by President Johnson
arid Atty. Gen. Nicholas Katzenbach "shocking" and "unfair." The
newscaster said demonstrations
are part of free speech and an expression of will.
"I am dead against burning of
CBS REPORTERMartin Agronsky answers students’ questions
draft cards. This shows only conafter yesterday’s lecture in Concert Hall.
tempt for the law," he claimed.
From his behind the scenes
Washington contacts Agronsky related there is a constant contest
between the hawks and the doves
and that President Johnson supports the doves.
John.son’s dilemma is best described as a choice of unattainstuthe
’’if
saying
attend,
to
ested
able
will
victory and unacceptable
A panel of five professors
discuss "Curriculum Requirements: dents have gripes this is the time peace.
In a question -answer period the
Art They Worth It?" at the first to make them heard."
The panel consists of Dr. Mervyn veteran journalist advised college
Open End Forum of the semester,
Cadwallader, associate professor of men not to evade the draft. "Entonight at 7:30 in E326-327.
The forum is sponsored by Tau sociology; Dr. Albert L. Porter, list," he suggested, in non combat
Delta Phi, men’s honorary scho- associate professor of business; Dr. positions as in the medical corps.
lastic fraternity and will be broad- Theodore E, Verhaaren, professor
cast live over KSJS-FM, 90.7 meg- of foreign languages; Dr. Michael
O. O’Flynn, assistant professor of
acycles.
Each panel member will deliver electrical engineering and Dr.
a brief statement on the matter, Peter H. King, assistant professor
and then discussion will he open of humanities.
The panel’s purpose is to ento the audience, William B. Greenwood, forum chairman, announced. courage student thought on the
Four members for the ASFI Auard Hoard will he selected in
Both the system and worth of issue, Greenwood said.
interviews at 2 p.m. today In the College Union, Rick Trout, chairman
eurrictilum requirements will be
of the commIttne, said.
discussed, he added.
The Award Board’s purpose is to grant recognition for outstandGreenwood urged anyone intering service to the college in areas subsidized by ASB funds. The Board
helps select recipients for ASB Award certificates.

.N. Celebration
set for weekend

Army Reject

Ailing Miss Doda
Cancels SJS Visit

Forum Sets Discussion
On Curriculum Requirements

nae-o gpieid

Freshman

’Dead End’ Opens
Run -Off Tonight at 8:15

Ellis Rot her, ASR Election
Hoard chairman, announced yesterday campaigning for the two
remaining freshman student
Council seats will begin Sunday
at n ,,,,, t.
Bother said no posters or
handbills should be up until
t hen.
The election in slated for
Wednesday and Thursday to
break a three viay tie among
Barry Drown (SPUR), 401in
Graham and Barry Turku%
(SPUR).

"Dead End" opens tonight at
8:15 p.m. in the College Theatet
and will run again tomorrow night
anti Wednesday, Oct. 27, through
Saturday, Oct. 30.
"Dead End," the SJS Department of Drama’s first production
of the season. portrays the lives
of people forced to live in the slum
tenements near the East River in
New York City.
Sidney Kingsley is the playwright. The play is directed by Dr.
Hal J. Todd. chairman of the
Urania Department.

Natalie Wood, Steve McQueen and Edie Adams are stars of tonight’s Friday Flick, "Love with the Proper Stranger."
The picture concerns an Italian girl fmm a pmtective family
and her mmance with an offheat photographer.
A silent comedy, "Easy Street," with Charles Chaplin will aLso
be shown.
Starting times will be 6 turd 9:30 p.m. in TI155. Admission will
be 35 cents.
Participation and instruction in both individual and team sports
will be available for both San Jose State students and faculty at
tomorrow’s Weekend Co-Recreation program from 12:30 to 4:30 p.m.
The Men’s Gym and the PER Building will be open for participation in badminton, volleyball, table tennis, ba.skethall. Swimming
pools will he open after 1 p.m.
Trampoline. gymnastics, and weightlifting will he available fmrn
1:30 to 3:30 p.m.

Photo by James Brescoll
CORONATION BALL B1DSFreshman Jeanne
Barkhim, representative of the Social Affairs
Committee, gives senior Gary Moore his free
bid fo the 1965 Homecoming Coronation Ball.

Today from 9 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. is the last day

for SJS students to pick up bids for the Oct
29 dance being held at the Santa Clara Fairgrounds Pavilion. Free bids (with ASB cards]

are available in front of the Spartan Bookstore
and the Spartan Cafeteria.

Pork Barrel

Friday, October 22
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’Please Clear
Intersections’
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By CARY
Editor

W.OTT MOORE

Advertising Mgr , BOB sCHERNER

from the Berkeley march
’Filen. are too many spectators and
up ahead. We could never reach
the police lines through the crowd . .
... we will march to Constitution Park

Editorial Comment

iiiiiirdakteryougaiti tomorrow to march to the
Oakland Terminal . . . ifrom a loud -

’To Thine Ownself . .
111 SJS student, Roger Lette. sophomore philosophy major. has declared
he % ill burn his draft card this afternoon at 2 on Seetith Street. Since the
goernment has begun to crack down
on tlraft card burners. there probably
will be a large crowd today to witness
Lette’s planned action.
t the same time, it has been announced that FBI agents will be on
campus to obsene the possible card
burning. Despite the threat of possible
arrest and prosecution for his planned
action, the student yesterday maintained he %ill burn his card.
No mature or responsible student,
we believ e, conscientiously would
unless he sincerely
break a law
belieed in the rightnes- of his action.

Move back, movt back. Keep this in
clear! (Berkeley politt- offictr
tersec

\yew-ding to public commetii- Lem.
appears coninced that his planned
protest is right."
e can’t disparage a student if
"in his heart he knows he’s right."
If lie is fully aware of the consequences of his actions. both legal and inoral.
and lie still proceeds with his announced plans, then he cannot be ignored or ridiculed.
The Daily already has stated etli
torially its opinion that the burning
of a draft card is a futile and negatke
gesture. However, a student apparently
so con% hired of the justice of his cause
must be gken credit for having the
courage to support his convictions.
This is American protest and individuality in its triiest and rawest form.

KILLER TYPE
You look like the type who wouli
bomb and murdtr helpless women am
children. (To an Oakland policeman)

Wait a minutehe is only doing hi spectator)
Would you make a statement for th

job. ITo a

"I think the pace of the last 20 months has accumulated
weariness that was not evident until the operation."
Moyers on LBJ’s recovery

NESWSMEN COUNT

Teach-In Taps Curiosity
By RICH THAW

A Wise Decision
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At a press conference announcing
the statement, Chancellor Ileyns also
announced his willingness to negotiate
a similar agreement with Oakland
Mayor John C. Houlihan. A sitnilar
agreement %VOW mean a permit to
parade after reasonable precautions
were taken.
Howeier, we doubt that Houlihan
%ill eer think enough precautions are
reasonablethe reason for the march
is too controversial.
Howeer, the VDC will probably
be allowed to stage its protest in Berkeley, if it is planned wisely.
Daily Californian
University of California
Berkeley. Oct. 20

The teach-in last Friday.
the speakers on the podium began
ilwir talks, several students stopped to
the other side
listen. They listened fr
of the cyclone fence, as if atIntitting curiosity but making: sure no one thought
they were a part of the protesters sitting
on the lawn.
The -"mid of firecrackers and the
sight of a -indent sitting on the lawn
Isith his face beneath his folded arms
as it assumed the characteristics of the
lerland.
W
"Chtshire cat" in Alice
Dr. Nlersyn Cadwallader and the Rev.
"Shorty" Rogers were exploring. the ways
ill protest the war in Viet Nam, while a
girl, with long hair breaking onto the
hack of a bulky sweater, fingered the
floral design on her pattern stockings.
l’he teach -in had many "side-shows" of
this nature. Someone would walk into
the teach -in area wearing a business suit
and carrying a pencil and a pad of paper
and an exeded titter of

. . . FBI . . .

newspaper . . . gmernment agent . . ."
would cross the audience like toppling,

Question Man
By BOB FISHER
What is your opinion of the members and philosophy (il John Birch
Society?

George Walker, freshman, business and Industrial management, Los

Mike Smith, freshman,
English, Danville
I think they have a bad
image
I don’t believe
they are as bad as it is
thought. Some are honest
and intelligent and others
are just trouble-makers.
I feel there is a place in
the U.S. for a conservative organization.

Ken G rotas, .1 st n 1 o r,
mathematics, Costa Mena
They have a right to
say what they want. I
think that they are too
powerful in some places.
They should be kept off
such organizations as the
school boards, PTA, etc.

Kyrialcom Krestas, grad,
electrical
engints.ring,
Athens, Greece
I feel that in a free
country people should be
free to express their opinions. Ilowever, they should
be careful of what they
.4 say. They should be critijacized for some of their
4ail radical views.

Altos.
I think any organization
has the right to bring out
specific ideas that are
worthwhile. It is good to
bring ideas to the public’s attention so they can
discuss and evaluate them.

Barbara Brannon, senior, business and industrial management, San
JOPie

I belieNe the cause they
are pushing and their
whole purpose is ridiculous. The JBS have some
wrong ideas and they push
them instead of looking
at the vvhole scope of
things.

I,ofgren, junior,
philosophy, Salinas
I believe the people who
IIBetty

join the Society are looking for a good cause and
are genuine in their desire to help. I personally
.ion’t agree with some of
the views they advocate.

senior,

Joan Ireland, sophomore, English, manta Bar-

I think they are doing
a disservice to the reconservative
sponsible,
cause. They are irresponsible, narrenv-minded and
bigoted.

bara
I really don’t think that
they are serving a purpose hy being against
against communism and
exposing people as com-

Erin Goodall),
art, Seattle

TV audience? (made jokingly to a frus
!rated bus driver almost hopelessly caugli
tht press of spectators and newstne
Oaklatt
and blocked hy a cordon
police.
Fni gonna go through am
way! (the bus driver--who did not tr
to crash the lines)
let
Shine all mer LBJ, I’m g iiiii
shine, let it shine- let it shine. let it shim
tsong from the marchers)

Clear the intersection. Clear the intei
section! (Same Berkeley policeman)

Staff Room

GUEST EDITORIAL

nited states citizens ha% e it right
to have itleasand to express those
ideas. This point was contested this
past weekend, when Oakland and
Berkeley officials denied the Vietnam
Day (: iiiiii nittee parade permits.
We are glad to see, therefore, a
reaffirmation of the right to express
ideas by both Chancellor Roger Ileyns
and Berkeley Mayor Wallace Johnson.
The Chancellor stated that groups
marching between the campus and the
st comply "both with
community
campus rules and Berkeley ordinances
designed to insure safety and traffic
control." . . .
The Berkeley City Council recognized and reaffirmed the right of
marches "for the communication of
information and the dissemination of
opinion." Only when "public peace,
safety, comfort and convenience" will
be unduly disturbed will a permit he
refused.
Therefore, chances look good for
the VDC to obtain a permit for its
Nov. 13 march. In doing so, however,
it must remember some of the problems plaguing city officials. If entrance
is denied into Oakland, Berkeley officials must know what route the march
intends to take so they can proNide
protection for the marchers and spectators . . .
We are certain that the responsibility of the VDC during the two
marches will cause the Berkeley offi-

KOEGLE

Voices

munists.

dominoes.
NI) hen the Young Republicans marched
suspicious
in. expressions changed fr
to knowing.
buff
’’
The Y
g Republicans dressed in
coats and ties standing arountl the protesters looked hack at the protesters with
a look of disgust - maybe pity:
". . . rebel -rousing notalent adolescents ...’

think there are more newsmen her
than marchers! 10ff-the-record remar
a 4%1111,1%111KM carrying several hut
Ir
ra, lights, balk:tic
tired pounds tti r.
and microphone,. i
But. the classie quote in this writer’
opinion came from a ImInteted Alamed
County Sheriff’s deputy on duty at Giusti
tuition Park in Btrkeley.
He was interviewed briefly as th
allnight teach -in began.
"All I know is the host) said get off t
start a fight. An
bus, don’t let any
lime a good time,"

Ro
ch
for
wi
ra
ing

da
bo
Wil

Thrust and Parry

A

Controversy Revisited
Robert Christopher,
Are You Out There?
Editor:
A letter to the Thrust and Parry colurnn
from Dr. Albert Porter prompted me to write
this note. I wonder if Dr. Porter realizes what
he said in his letter of Tuesday, Oct. 5.
In his first paragraph he recognized the
Daily’s right to edit letters without using
"elision" dots.
A quick check with Webster reveals that
"elision" is the deliberate syllable-reducing
suppression or consonantalization of a final
proclitic vowel in poetry for the sake of
the meter.
I suggest that Dr. Porter recognized that
the Daily has the right to edit letters without
using the "ellipsis" dots. Webster correctly
identifies "’ellipsis" as the omission of one
or more words.
I am dittoing up copies of Dr. Porter’s
"elision" letter and will be glad to make them
available to any member of the academic
community.
Robert Christopher A9455
EDITOR’S NOTE: Just WHO is this person7
He’s not a studentthe registrar’s office has no
record of such an individual. We suspect someone is having fun with the Dailyand Dr. Porter.
Just for interest’s sake, will the prof who submitted this letter and signed a "bogus" name
so he wouldn’t have to tangle with Dr. Porter
please stand up. We’ll happily take him out to
lunch some day.

Supporter Contrasts
Editors’ Responsibility
Editor:
There appeared in the Oct. 19 issue ot the
New Student a column by one Ira Meltzer
which was the epitome of intentionally irresponsible and provocative journalism. This
variety of clandestine attack is intolerable,
and I cannot let pass this opportunity to label
Meltzer’s column as what it istrash.
For one thing, there is no reason why the
Spartan Daily should be so provincial as to
print only letters from students. Any letter
pertinent to campus activities or events should
be printed whenever possible.
Also, it is always the editor’s responsibility
to make late changes in the paper’s contents
whenever necessary. That this should be construed as some insidious act as is implied
by Meltzer in no way logically follows since
there are any number of reasons justifying
such last minute alteration.s.
The fact that five letters, including mine,
supporting Scott Moore’s policies and the
Daily were written by resident of the apart-

w
-arl
51
4,0

ment certainly does not impeach the validi
of the letters’ criticisms of Moore’s detracto
nor should it tarnish the just praise we
hc
stowed on Scott for the fine job he is doi
as editor.
Furthermore, these five letters were
phatically NOT "recruited" a.s is tins
ulously suggested by Meltzer. These lett
were individually conceived and written
their signees who were deeply concerned
the previous unjust and unfounded attac
on Scott Moore and the Spartan Daily.
Charges of -tyrannical rule" and the
sible "walkout" alluded to in Meltzer’s ir
spon.sible journalistic fantasy are left ent’
unsubstantiated and unelucidated. This
stitutes an attempted character assassinati
’poi
of the most despicable type against Edi
an
Moore. who is actually widely acclaimed
c
a dedicated and extremely hard-work
editor.
ven
One can only logically conclude that Edi
Moore and the Spartan Daily staff are
innocent victims of an appalling, perso
he
rather vicious, and unjustified attack by
sons who either are possessed of intense
-out
sonal animosity toward Moore or believe t
rot
an attack on Moore, his policies, and
om
Daily itself is the only means by which t
FC(
can successfully promote the New Student
Th
In either case, I wish these persons inst
and absymal failure in their disreputa
P
endeavor.
P.
Raymond Hellen A329

Investigation Reveals
Two-Sided Legality
Editor:
The recent House Committee on Un-Am
ican Activities has brought to light many
teresting facets of the seamier side of t
preposterous organization called the Ku
Klan.
By the flip of the coin it also sheds li
on another group. That group is the co
munIst Pat ty and affiliated left wing orga
zations.
When the Committee is investigating Co
munist activity, there is a terrible hue
cry that: the committee is un-American
legal and many other more descriptive tet
The multitude of legal counsel, there to
tect constitutionai rights again.st the die
committee is astounding to see.
Yet here is the same committee, inve
gating again, but where are the protect
of constitutional rights; the claims of il
gality? Could it be that a double stand:
is at work, or are the Communists steal
a page from Hitler’s book on propaganda,
telling the big lie!
William Stranglo A7015
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This year’s five Homecoming
Queen finalists, announced Wednesday af ter campus elections,
have begun the final rourid of activities before the Oct. 29 Coronation Ball of the Santa Clara
Fairgrounds Pavilion.
Final campus elections to select
the 1965 Homecoming Queen vvill
be held Wednesday and Thursday
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Students To Seiect Chess Team RequestQueen Wednesday Vetoed by Hendricks
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ROYAL ROUNDUPHomecoming Queen finalists (I -r) Kris amen, sponsored by Sigma Phi
Epsilon; Judy Salberg, Sigma Alpha Epsilon;
Betty Lou Mathes, Spartan Band and Sigma
Chi; Lynn Nibbe, Alpha Tau Omega; and Linda
Eckberg, Delta Upsilon visited Frontier Village

Police Dept. Hires
Dodger Ball Player
LOS ANGELES (UPI) John
rtoseboro, catcher for the world
lhampion Dodgers, will go to bat
’or the police department this
sinter to help prevent a recur’ance of last August’s Negro riotng.
The Police Commission Wedneslay unanimously approved Rosehoro’s selection by Police Chief
Nilliam II. Parker as a community
’Mations specialist.
Roseboro, 32, who earns upyards of $30,000 yearly as a Dodter and who collected $13,000 for
t week’s work in the World Series
sirlier this month, will be paid
;250 per week for 16 weeksor
;4,000--for his police job.
Police officials said Roseboro,
vho took police science courses in

CAPE KENNEDY (UPI)
Weather experts today signaled
a tentative "all clear" to America’s
planned attempt to launch Gemini
6 astronauts Walter M. Schirra
and Thomas P. Stafford on a
"space chase" into orbit next Monday.
Meteorologists predicted good
weather for Uhe scheduled blast
off "and probably for the entire
flight," expected to run about two
days.
The good word came as veteran
Schirra and rookie Stafford turned
to a drill, designed to make sure
the worldwide. tracking network
was ready for the complex launching, that will send them aloft to
attempt the first link up with
another satellite in space.
Weather is always a critical
factor in manned space launchings
from the Cape Kennedy spaceport.

Birchers Automate Propaganda
By LOCIS CASsELS
United Press International
Hate mongers used to write
’poison pen" letters when they
vented to do an anonymous job
rf character assassination.
But in this technological age,
,ven the ancient art of back stabting has been automated.
This is the allegation made by
he Anti Defamation League of
B’rith and the National
:ouncil of Churches in separate
trotests filed with the Federal
:ommunications Commission
FCC).
They told the FCC that right
-

English
ttather

wing groups are using the Bell
Telephone System’s "automatic
announcement service" to disseminate vicious lies about a number of religious and civic organizations and their leaders.
"Automatic announcement service" is the official name of the
telephone gadget which plays back
a tape recorded message to anyone who dials the appmpriate
number. It was developed to give
out time and weather information,
and has also been extensively used
for advertising and inspirational
"dial a prayer" messages.
ORIGINATOR A PHYSICIAN
The Anti Defamation League
credits a Sarasota, Fla., physician,
Dr. William Campbell Douglass,
with the idea of using the service
for anonymous tape recorded mes.ages attacking such favorite right
wing targets as the Supreme Court,
the United Nations, the National

Council of Churches, the PTA, and
organized labor.
It said Dougla.ss, a member of
the John Birch Society, set up a
non-profit corporation called "Let
Freedom Ring" which supplies 52
"scripts" a year to local right wing
groups.
The subscribers have the messages tape reconied for playback
over R local telephone number.
They also see to it that the number is publicized by word of mouth
and otherwise, sometimes using
school children as messengers.
In its protest to the FCC, the
Anti Defamation League said that
the "dial-a -diatribe" plan was
launched in 1962, and has now
spread to New York. Philadelphia,
Chicago, Detroit, Washington, Baltimore, Miami, Dallas, Kansas
City, Indianapolis, Wichita, Los
Angeles, and scores of smaller
cities in at least 35 states.
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college, probably will begin his
new job in November. The off season post originally was offered to
Roseboro during the series by
Parker, who was in Minnesota for
heart stugery.
Roseboro’s police tasks will include promoting better relations
with the Negro community and recruiting Negroes as policemen, according to John Ferraro, president
of the five-member Police Commission.
Negro and civil rights leaders
have been advocates of such a
course action.
Roseboro, known as "Gabby" by
his teammates because he is quiet
spoken, lives in South Los Angeles,
the area placed under curfew during the rioting.

’All Clear’
Signaled to
Gemini Six
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yesterday to publicize the "Spartan Roundup"
activities on Oct. 29 -Nov. 6. The queen, chosen
in elections on Wednesday and Thursday, will
be crowned at the Coronation Ball and will appear at the Grand Marshal dinner, bonfire rally
and Homecoming football game.

Miss Rosemary LePage, SJS
coed, will play an active part in
the Governor’s Youth Conference
to be held in Sacramento, Thursday through Saturday, Nov. 1113.
The junior occupational therapy
major from Berkeley is co-chairman of the conference with Mrs.
A. Boyd Pucinelli of San Francisco.
According to Miss LePage, the
goal of the conference will be "to
bring together youths of a variety
of backgrounds to discuss various
problems."
She also emphasized that such
a conference will show adults that
the youth of today are concerned
about themselves and others.
Gov. Brown will address the
opening session. Other speakers
will be Dr. Harold Taylor, vicechairman of the national committee for the support of public
schools, and Dr. Clark Kerr, U.C.
president.
Delegates will be able to exchange ideas in forum sessions on
education, personal values, human
relations, participation in community service, family, jobs and
laws.
Miss LePage said that 2.500
delegates are expected to attend
the three-day conference which Ls
sponsored by the Governor’s Advisory Committee on Children and
Youth and the California Delinquency Prevention Commission.
SJF, students interested in representing tile college may apply
until Wednesday, Oct. 27. Forms
are available in ADM 242 or at
the Information Desk.
Four students and one faculty.
member will be selected as SJS
delegates.

City Police Seek
SJS Art Thieves
Police are now in pursuit of
burgulars (supposed frustrated ai
admirers) who managed to rid the
SJS Art Gallery last Friday of
a glass vase and bronze mask
valued at $300. On the following
Tuesday the San Jose Art Gallery
was relieved of $2,285 worth of
paintings.
After the SJ Art Gallery robbery Manager Arthur Lundy received an anonymous caller who
told him that he knew where the
paintings were, but that he
wouldn’t tell. The police have not
commented on the call.
At the present time the police
stated that there is nothing to
connect the two thefts.
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CLOTHIER FOR MEN
36 SOUTH FIRST STREET
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA
OPEN THURSDAY NIGHTS
294-5157

379-0500

1781 Winchester Blvd.

"Redi-Room"
Dancing Nightly
Featuring:

"The
Regimentals"
Sunday Session
Starting af 4 p.m.
4340 Moorpark at Saratoga

S.J.S. Alumnus
We have
a complete
line of

S.J.’s New Homes
Rapidly Becoming
Ranchstyle Slums
Thousands of nearly ncoN homes
here are rapidly becoming a vast
ranch-style slum, a Veterans Administration real estate official
said yesterday.
Norton W. Beachel, an official
of the VA’s Home Lien Guarantee
Office, said the government has
had to take over more than 700
homes in eastern San Jose. They
were in tracts containing more
than 3,000 houses, none more than
eight years old.
In an unprecedented move, the
VA sent a letter to all homeowners in the area, urging them
to clean up their property, take
care of lawns and develop pride
in their community.
At present, the letter said, the
tracks are deteriorating "to the
extent that if effective action is
not immediately taken the entire
section" of the city may become a
slum.
On routine visits to neighborhoods, Beachel said, VA representatives find dismantled automobiles on the streets, old refrigerators and other junk in front
lawns and many homes in abused
condition.

cosmetics and
beauty needs.
Stop in Today

COLLA

FIRST STREET PHARMACY
35

S. lst STREET

292-8081

81.88.11118.1.1111111111,11.1MITITII

STORE FOR MEN
Downtown, Son Joss
Since 1925

They’re here!
The New

LEVI’S
WE GIVE

Peace Corps Team
To Visit Campus
A six-man team representing the
Peace Corps will be here all next
week, Dr. Hugh D. Graham, director of the Peace Corps’ western
region, announced.
Three booths will dispense information on the organization and
how to join. The booths will be
located in front of the Spartan
Bookstore, near the Library and
on Seventh Street.
This is the third annual visit of
the Peace Corps team to SP-:

Winzit Halloween Special
2 eggs, hash brown potatoes,
toast and jelly

Delicious Pizza
Sandwiches
Draft & Imported Beer

rBartze,yirev

s., ;o, inii -o
cluding $400 for travel expenses to
the national tournament.
Also at Wednesday’s coune.II
meeting, ASB Chief Justice Rich
Corby administered the oath a
office to Charlie Brown and Karen
Larsen (SPUR) council’s new
f reshman representat ives.

A.sit P.,adent
told Student Council he vetoed
councirs $150 allocation to the
Chess Team at Wednesday’s council meeting.
Following the veto council referred the matter to its Finance
Commit tee.
Hendricks vetoed the measure,
passed by council Wednesday, Oet.
13, becau.se "no statement of polio’
regarding establishment of t
Chess Team as a regular Atilfbudgeted activity and no ma’, ment of the Student’s responsilar,ty regarding travel for natl.’’, !
or inter-collegiate competition
The team’s budget called fo,
$90 allocation boards, chess n
and clocks and $60 for travel
local meets with other
’
Rick Trout, ASB treasurer, s:i ff f
Last spring Financial Adisoo..
Board recommended no allocation.

OPEN
MONDAY
end
THURSDAY
EVENINGS

smart
students
wear...
1/
AMERICA’S FINEST JEANS SINCE 1850
The)*re the Toughest

Thurs. and Sat., 9 p.m. until 1 a.m.

...the gItt set of ALL-PURPOSE
LOTION and DEODORANT STIdK, 113.00
Individually, ALL-PURPOSE
LOTION. $2.00,
$4.60
DEODORANT STICK . St.00
all prices phis tem

and the announcement %sill be
made at the Coronation Ball.
The queen will be one of these
five finalists: Miss Linda Eckberg,
20-year-old senior from Sacramento sponsored by Delta Upsilon;
Miss Kris Oxsen, senior English
major sponsored by Sigma Phi
Epsilon; Aliss Betty Lou Mathes,
music major from Redwood City
sponsored by Spartan Band and
Sigma Chi; Miss Lynn Nibbe, 19year-old interior decoration major
sponsored by Alpha Tau Omega;
or Miss Judy Salherg, sophomore
Social Science major spormored by
Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
First activities for the queen
finalists include posing for publicity pictures at Sart Jose’s Frontier Village on Wednesday afternoon. This year’s Homecoming
theme is "Spartan Roundup."
One of the five finalists will
reign at the Coronation Ball on
Friday, Oct. 29, and at the Homecoming parade and football game
on Saturday, Nov. 6.
In addition, she will appear at
the Grand Marshal Banquet on
Thursday, Nov. 4, and the Bonfire
Rally on Friday, Nov. 5.

Climb into a pair of young America’s favorite
pants . . . slim, trim LEVI’S! You’ll love their fit,
their cut, their rugged good looks! In traditional
colortones. . . . You’ll want a couple of pairs,
come in today.

69’
The Winzit Hours
9:30 a.m. to midnightMonday thru Thursday
9:30 a.m. to 2 a.m.Friday and Saturday
9:30 a.m. to I I p.m. on Sunday

Oranye

cnack Sat

Santa Clara and I I th Street

Cotton and Nylon Stretch Denim,. $5 78
All Cotton "Slim Fir Denims $4 25
Complete range of waist sizes and ierictlis.
*
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Sigma Kappa Grows
As Structure Rises
Plana to construct a new twoStory chapter house on its preserst site at 168 S. llth St. were
announced recently by Sigma
Kappa sorority.
The proposed structure, combining both contemporary and
traditional features, was designed by the architectural firm of
Higgins and Root, A.I.A., with
Oscar E. Sohns, A.I.A., as the

GIRLS!
GIRLS!
GIRLS!
We

offer various intereSt-

ing temporary assignmentS.
Registc.r now!

NO FEE

III W. St. John

M
CY 3-0631

project architect Contractor is
Oscar Meyer.
The new structure will replace
the present older home on the
site and is designed to form a
completely integrated whole
with the first unit of the master
plan built in 1953.
The project is estimated to
cost $200,000. Construction is
scheduled to start this month.
Exterior features of the new
sorority house will include bonegrey stained cedar shingles,
white pilasters and exten.sive
use of glass.
The U-shaped structure will
contain more than 11,000 square
feet and will include accommodations to house 54 girls and
the housemother.
A forecourt is planned with
brick enclosing walls and redwood benches. Existing trees are
incorporated into the design of
both the forecourt and the central patio.
The building program was
under the direction of Mrs. Walton Dismukes of Palo Alto, president of Beta Rho Chapter of
Sigma Kappa House C,orp.

Mechanics trained in Europe
for perfection in San Jose
Porsche

44efs

MASTER MECHANICS
Trained in Germany
Werner Zollenkopf
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HOUSE PLANS ANNOUNCEDShown above

chitectural firm of Higgins and Root, AIA. Com.

is an architect’s drawing of the proposed chapter house for Sigma Kappa sorority, 168 S. Ilth

pleted structure will house 54 coeds and the

sorority housemother.

St. The new structure was designed by the ar-

ROTC Cadets Receive Awards
Avvard recipients include Cadets Daniel A. Biondi, James F.
Cesart Vincent J. Contreras,
Peter A. Grundvig, Donald M.

850 Lincoln Ave
San Jose 25, Calif.
292-5675

Coastfilio
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Lt. Col. Carl W. Ivie, chairman of the Department of Military Science, presented the Distinguished Military Students
award to seven outstanding
Army RO’TC cadets Tuesday.

GARAGE EUROPA
Specialists la the Repair of Volkswagen Mercedes

RCA

By SUSIE KANG
Campus Life Editor

Hoag, Norbert A. Kenyon, and
Donald A. Merkel.
The award is given to senior
ROTC cadets who "possess out-

standing qualities of leadership,
high moral character and who
show an outstanding aptitude for
military service," Col. Ivie said.
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Meet the Band-Aides -7
EDITOR’S NOTE, This is the third of a series introducing
members of the coed dancing group known as the Band -Aides.
are 12 SJS students who perforrn original dance routines to
vided by the Spartan marching band in various halftime shows
events.

to readers
Band -Aides
music proaf athletic

,r. . . .,-. . . .e . . .
SAFARI ROOM
1 BEAU TIES I story& White Roads

presents

yi,coroR

CLASSICAL
RECORDS

SALE
The Entire Catalog!!

ii 319

4.79
SALE

5 79
SALE

4,9

1;19
SALE

AO

featuring new "Opera Highlights"...
our entire catalog is offered at these special savings including the new "Highlights" releases by Leontyne
Price, Joan Sutherland ... what an opportune time to
add to your record library .
and Save $1.60 per record!
.

After reading about some college students burning their draft
cards and about the announced intention of one SJS student to do
the same on Seventh Street this afternoon, we can hardly sit here
"sans-souci" (without worry).
It seems that modern man has found a new weapon and a new
form of protest. It’s called fire.
The Indians of yesteryear put many of their American enemies
to death by burning them at the stake. We called them savage,.
Today rioters pot private property and that of their next dooi
neighbors ablaze and call themselves martyrs. You’ve read about
these protest burnings . . in New York, in Chicago, in the Watt,
district of Los Angeles, on Seventh Street of the San Jose State
College campus.
"UNCLE SAM DOESN’T NEED ME’
Last semester, a student named Richard Epstein caused quite
a stir when he put his draft card to flames at a protest rally on
Seventh Street.
Sophomore Roger Lette has said he plans to put a match to
his draft card today.
If Epstein, Lette, David Miller from Syracuse, and others want
to get rid of their draft cards, why play with matches? Next time,
friends, why not fold, mutiliate, bend the card, or simply misplace it?
WHArS-WHAT IN WATTS
Protest by fire was shown on a larger scale this summer when
persons involved in a so-called "civil insutTection" in Watts displayed the disasterotts and devastating effects of putting a match
and kerosene to personal property.
These persons did not need bombs or guns. They had something
that worked just as well and was easier to obtainMATCHES.
Remember the repeated cries of ’"BURN, BABY, BURN!"? W
do. While working for a local newspaper chain in Los Angeles this
summer, we saw one of the company’s neighborhood publication
offices go up in flames. And bum? Yes, baby, it did . . . down to
the ground.
THEY HAD THE LAST WORD
What remained of the unexpected holocaust was a sign painted
in red letters that read, "’PEACE, BROTHER." The proprietor of
the office still turns pale whenever sotneone asks, "Hey, buddy,
got a match?"
Whoever thought that there would come a time in our day
when a person who pulled a match out of his pocket would make
another man shake with fear?
Whoever dreamed that those tiny sulphur-tipped sticks could
put 500 persons into the Los Angeles Lincoln Heights jail and send
pacifists to the penitentiary for a federal offense?
When did we start spelling the word "fire" T-R-O-U-B-L-E?
So now that we’ve seen draft cards turn into ashes and human
flesh melt away on the streets of Southeast Asia, could we stop
playing with matches?
Let’s leave the matches out of social struggle and modern warfare.
LEARN, BABY, LEARN.

BARBARA GRAHAM

MELINDA MORROW

Football is one of Band-Aide
Barbara Graham’s favorite activities. She enjoys playing the
game as well as watching it.
Miss Graham, a new member
of the SJS dance group, is a
sophomore social science major
from Los Angeles. The 19-yearold WEIS a semi-finalist in a recent Miss Teen-Age America
competition and also is a member of the Spartan Spears, SJS
sophomore honorary society, and
Delta Gamma sorority. Said Miss
Graham about the Band-Aides
and the band, "The cooperation
among members of each group
is excellent; this is why so much
is accomplished in such short
i me."

San Francisco resident Melinda MO1TOW already has made
plans for her next summer vacation; she’s going to Hawaii. The
sophomore social science major
stands 5-foot 61/2, has blonde
hair and blue eyes. She is a
newcomer to the Band-Aides and
has had extensive experience in
baton twirling and modern danc
ing. Her other interests include
swimming and playing golf. "Being a Band-Aide is a fun activity
for me," said Melinda. "There
is no better feeling than to
know that we have each put
forth our best efforts and, as
a group, have successfully presented a good performance.
Working with members of the
marching band is a fine way
to develop good showmanship
qualities."

ENGAGE31ENTS
Theresa Fye, senior art major
from Fremont, has revealed her
betrothal to James C. Jones,
senior accounting major and a
member of Alpha Eta Sigrna and
Tau Delta Phi. Couple have set
June 19 as their marriage date.
Sue Ellen Cummins, se/nor
psychology and speech correction major from Hacienda
Heights, and Rill Malone, graduate student at the University
of Missouri, have announced
their engagement.
PINNING
Sue Zettergulst, senior social
science major, and Ron GrtutdMall,
presently employed by
General Motors, announced their
pirming recently. Miss Zetterguist is affiliated with Kappa
Kappa Gamma sorority. Her fiance graduated from SJS last
June and was a member of
Theta Xi fraternity.
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30 S. First Street
Featuring the

’Fruggin’ Frolics’
and
Tina Delgado

BE SAFE, BE SURE
WITH SILVA SERVICE

Highlights such au
1 Verdi’s Aida
I j Puccini’s Tosca
Mozart’s Marriage of
Figaro
Benini’s Norma
Bizers Carmen
Ved’s Rigoletto

1 WEEK
ONLY!

L] Wagner’s Flying Dutchman
[

Puccini’s Madam Butterfly

Li Wagner’s Die Meistersinger, and more!

an exceptional choice of artists, composers!
O Bartok
O Tchaikovsky
SRselius
Mendelssohn
0 Schumann
Rachmaninoff
O Stravinsky
O Dvorak
CI Strauss
Rimsky-Rorsakoff

r’ Beethoven
Bach
Brehm,
f
Mahler
f Haydn
C Berlioz
Vivaldi
n Schubert
L: Liszt
Respighl

FOREIGN CARS ONLY

FREE LUB & SAFETY CHECK
with OIL CHANGE

For safety’s sake, let SILVA SERVICE put your car’s
wheels in perfect alignment and balance. You can be
sure of prompt, reliable service. FOREIGN CAR
service, too.

Today Saturday and Sunday the Three "K" Imported

2 STORES TO SERVE YOU . . .
266 SOUTH FIRST STREET ..____ 2955141
VALLEY FAIR SHOPPING CENTER _ _ 2481042

SILVA SERVICE

Car Service offers a free Lub and Safety Check of
transmission and other working parts with the purchase of an Oil Change and a cleaned or replaced filter.
The approx. price is $2.99.

THREE "K"
FLYING A IMPORTED CAR SERVICE

llfh and SANTA CLARA

294-1562

(the complete service station)

295-8968

78 S. 4th St.

LATE FOR CLASS? WE WILL PARK IT FOR YOU

...
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In College Theater at 8:15 P.M.

Season Opens Tonight With ’Dead End’
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’rhe SJS Drama Department
production of Sidney Kingsley’s
play "Dead End," opening tonight at 8:15 in the College
Theater, will have a few unusual
twists.
The play, is set in a slum area
near New York City’s East
River. J. Wendell Johnson, professor of drama in charge of
stage design has converted the
College Theater orchestra pit into a facsimile of the East River.
Many actors in the "Dead
End" cast are students at various San Jose high schools.
SJS drama major Jim McRory, who plays T.B., one of the
"dead end kids," said of the high
school actors, "The kids are so
spontaneous. They have no ideas
about acting technique and can
only honestly present the characters they play.
"Ken Kopec (who plays dead
end kid Tommy) who is 22-years
old and I 1211 find it challenging to work with kids who are

COLLEGE BOWL PIZZA
IS
GREAT
Now Open Seven Days a Week
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8th & Santa Clara
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Vaughn’s
Announces it’s
recognition of an
international agreement, stating:
"
there is
no finer quality
traditional sportcoat
than a
HARRIS TWEED,
woven in
the outer Hebrides
of Scotland, spun
and dyed by hand."
Retail 359.50
Vaughn’s 35.2/0
Discount $38.50
125 So. 4th S,.
Across from
SJS Library
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Bill Deane Specials
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DoorBusterSpecial!
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Steam & Dry Iron

Picnic Jug & Chest

Safe for $699
Fabrics

Foam Ice Chest. 175. ’
z 12"x 13tit". 1 -Gallon
Jug. Shoulder poui
.pout. Stainless poi>
, thelene liner.

Finger -quick top controls
for steam or dry ironing.
accurate heat controls for
all fabrics. U.L. listed!
’
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One block from campus
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Corner of 3rd and San Carlos
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LET’S HAVE IT OUTRobert Gould playing
Dippy ducks Gary Martinez’s fist. Martinez plays
Spit. The fight scene is from Sidney Kingsley’s
play, "Dead End," which opens tonight in the
College Theater at 8:15. The play is set in New
York City’s east side slum near the East River.
The play will run tonight and tomorrow and

Wednesday through Saturday, Oct. 30. Tickets
are available at the College Box Office in the
Speech and Drama Building. Single tickets are
the only ones available for Friday and Saturday
night performances. They are 75 cents for students and $1.50 general admission.

By SUSAN CltAWsli3W
Fine Arts Editor
Hi everybody . . .
It’s Friday, FRIDAY, good T.G., Friday. And what are you
going to do this weekend? Let me tell you, there’s LOTS going on.
First, "Dead End" opens tonight at 8:15 in the College Theater.
If you have tickets, don’t forget to go. Although tickets still are
available at the College Box Office in the Speech and Drama Building the word is that only "singles" are left for tonight and Saturday night performances.
MARNI NIXON ’SELLOUT’
Marni Nixon wiH be in Concert Hall tomorrow night at 8:15.
to
plan
ahead
these days.
Tickets are SOLD OUT. You’ve really got
Remember when John Williams was here Tuesday? Well, there
was a sellout crowd at his performance, too. Concert Hall was
jam-packed. Williams’ beautiful music had to be piped into music
rooms to accommodate latecomers.
By the way, you were a great audience. Your wild applause
beckoned Williams back for not one but TWO encores. Bravo.
RECEIVED
There was a reception sponsored by Mu Phi Epsilon and Phi
Mu Alpha following the performance. Williams answered thousands
of questions and autographed thousands of programs.
He plays a Spanish guitar . . . a Fleta. Williams, with great
respect for his teacher Andros Segovia, said of the master, "He’s
kind. He’s a kind man and he’s direct."
Williams seemed that way, too.

Hillbarn Theatre Cast Will Stage
’Murder’ Play Tomorrow in Belmont
"The Sound of Murder" will
open Saturday at the Carlmont
Village Shopping Center in Belmont.
The technical staff at Hillbarn
Theatre who have worked to
present the play include Norma
Gruman, who handles lighting
control for the British thriller,
Jacqueline Massing, who will
work on sound effects, and Joy
McFarland, who handles costumes, props and ticket sales.
Edna Lorenz is working on

properties and her husband,
Edmund Lorenz, is helping with
sound and lights. Ralph Mos’ander, who starred as the ubiquitous headwaiter in "Small
Hotel" last spring, will stage
manage the show.
The stage cresv includes Joyce
Trumbo, Jan and Cathy Cheney.
Dick and Sue Macdougall, Ron
Doyle, Karen Harrison, Muriel
Rice, Julia Burtt, Mark Bullock
Miriam Toren, and Don Crawford.
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CONINtON LAW V.114.
Adults

1433 The \ laniet
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Tickle Me
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in French
Adult,

wIth potatoes, toast,

butter and jelly
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N. 13th to KWh ltd.
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John Wayne Dean NIartin
SONS OF KATIE EIDEli

Film Fest
To Run in S.F.
For 11 Days

’1’ W 1 N -Vt"
1969 Altun Rock Ave. CY 8-8111
So. Sereen
No. Screen
Kirk Douglas Henry Fonda
NEVER
IN II fillS NT AY
KARN10.IA
ON SUNDAY
TOCTICA
Paul
Newman
Laurent... Harvey
KISS ME
BEACH
STUPID
PARTY

THE: ot "’RAGE

AMP1M11111R

9:11,21.Z 11313.a-V. 5.11-VALSZVZYti

14,4

SAN FRANCISCO (UP11
The Ninth Annual San Francisco
International Film Festival
opens tonight when a glittering
firstnight audience which paid
out $15 a seat watches the
United States production of
-Rapture.**
The San Francisco Chamber
of Commerce is sponsoring the
11 day festival for the first
time and says it will be the
greatest such event ever held
in the United States.
Although 17 nations have entered 21 films, the big news is
that Hollywood has thrown unprecedented support behind the
event, perhaps because the films
are not being shown on a competitive basis.
The Hollywood atmosphere is
not only in the two American
entries, but in tnany events
times to run coincidentally with
the event.
For instance, U.S. directors
will be on hand to present and
discuss their most famous films
in special afternoon shows. The
lineup, which sounds like a
who’s who of American films
includes Menyn LeRoy, King
Vidor, George Cukor. Busby
Berkeley, William Wellman,
John Frankenheimer, Leo McCarey, Gene Kelly, Hal Roach,
and Lewis Milestone.

lir, ay, aT/ii".rcal’ilaa-2iliM

rarYlif

Starts at the TOM NF: Nov. 4
-""s

The 1%1 Long-Wine,0 Look
NN \IAN/ORE-JUNI

38 S. 3rd St.

Ntitititte Brown
Black
Corilosan

From S12.97
io $19.97

cupeP chee MaPt

SCHOLAR VISITS
Fzskine Caldwell will visit th,
San Jose State College camph,
Oct. 27-28 as the official ASB
visiting scholar. Caldwell is the
author of "God’s Little Acre."

437 So. 1st St.

292-9071

ART PRINT

99c SALE
Choose from such
famous pictures

"Sunflowers"
by Van Gogh

"Throe Ifusicionsby Picasso

"Heflin, the Performance"

by Rembrandt

"The 1;(iliii,ii

72 E. Santa Clara Street
101.01IW.1414...
OPPRPOP1~011.40001.41.410.000.40.00,0140.4104.0.0.01.4000e....t

california book co., ltd.
134 e. san fernando
137 4..

-Mail twit 1,#)1(leti

4nyelo cteak /Awe

\

iit iglu. I% oryn ond

by Degas
Free parking at Al’s & Earl’s

\

SAN JOSA

es these:

Angelo’s Special

Open 24 Hours Fridays & Saturdays

Deane

p.m Campus
p.m. Lockheed I hgest
p.m. Spartan Spectrum
p.m. Opera t ion Nliainst rte. I:
p.m. London Echo
p.m. Special of the Week
p.m. Portrait in Jazz
p.m. Standard School
Itroadcast
R:00 Pm. Centuries of the
CI

CINEMA
552 S. Hakim.
CY 5.72
TI1E SNN INGING NI %IDE
\It\
NIIDDI,E.11,,N,
111;1 NI \\

Auto $4.95
Floor Mat
Adds beauty & style to
older cars. Protects carpeting in new autos.
Keeps auto cleaner.
Choice of colors.

5:00
5:10
5.45
6:00
6:15
6.30
7:00
7:30

14.502 Big Basin Way 807.302ti
THU \III) 1111)
11 11) AIMED

Steak and Eggs . . . . $1.65

4th St

Flamenco guitarist
arloh
Montoya vvill appear 81 San Jose
City College. SlIntitly, Oct. 31.
at 8:30 p.m. in the Men’s Gymnasium.
Montoya. who appeared at San
Jose City College two year!: ago,
is the first Flamenco guitarist
to display his artistry in a solo
concert. Genet-at admission to
the performance i, 32.00.

SARATOGA

SOME ODDS AND ENDS
Have you noticed that there’s GRASS growing on Seventh
Street? Well, if a TREE can grow in Brooklyn . . .
Don’t forget to catch the Leonard Baskin Exhibit in the Art
Gallery. It begins Tuesday.
But today is Friday, FRIDAY, good T.G. Friday.

t_,. _ _

For Both

Today’s Schedule
KSJS-FM, 90.7 mc

SHOW SLATE

Interstice
,

%TARTU/DAR

Spanish Guitarist
To Appear Oct. 31

LEARN WHAT THE "IN CROWD" KNOWS

painted
etor of
buddy,

s could
Id send

15-years old and to honestly be
kids 15, rather than charicatures of 15-year-olds.
Dr. Todd, "Dead End" director, stressed during rehearsal
that the dead end kids are tough
on the outside because they have
to be tough. They have to make
their own fun by swimming in
the dirty, slimy river and plaYing street games."
Other SJS students in the
"Dead End" cast are: Steve
Trinwith as Gimpty, and unemployed architect; Stanley A. Anderson as Babyface Martin, a
murderer and product of his environment; Judy Long us Drina,
Tommy’s older sister and Jan
Ross as Kay, a kept -woman.
The play is directed by Hal J.
Todd, head of the Drama Department. Miss Berneice Prisk,
drama professor, has designed
the costumes. Miss Donna Kersten is acting stage manager and
Kenneth Dorst is in charge of
lighting.

inc,1
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In Spsricin Pool

Cle. ober 22 1963
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Spartan Booters vs. S.F. State.
In Soccer Crucial Tomorrow Night
o’clock against San Francisco
State in Spartan Stadium, their
minds were changed abruptly
Wednesday.
On that afternoon, the lightly-

B) BOB REED
Daily Sports Writer
If the Spartan soccer team
thought they were in tor a
"breather" tomorrow night at 8

RYMORE’S
!ACK
"V inter Spell"
7-4
44,
---produced awl persanally
narrated by internationally known
ski photographer Dick Barrymore

.tuditorium
Tuesday, ()et. 26
JOS(’

CiVie

8:30 p.m.
st.5o ’purchase at Student

Affairs Business
Office or at San Jose Civic Box Office t

4111=11111M111111111111.11111Mft.
l .......mmarormrn.mmywrwmwmurnrwn tr./.1177,1

STATE MEAT MARKET

CY 2-7726

Cornz-r 4th and Santa Clara

Complete Line of First Quality Meats
Molesale and Retail

THIS WEEK’S SPECIALS

GROUND BEEF
ROUND STEAK
LAMB RIB CHOPS
BEEF ROAST Boneless
ROYAL PRINCESS

2

lbs. 89c
lb.
lb.

79’
79’

16.75’
Salad Oil

1 gaill"

Plenti of FREE PARKING
Wholesale fo Fraternities. Sororifies and Boarding Houses

ars
PIZZA
,; , 71, HAVEN
Itel

PIZZA, CHICKS & FUN
Plain Pizza (Extra cheese)
Mild Sausage l’izza
Saii-age Pizza
l’epperoni Pizza
Spaghetti
NIushrooms (cup)
Garlic Bread
Cold Cokes, 12 oz.
Salad

12"
12"
12"
12"

1.93
1.9:i
1.95
1.95
.70
.25
.30
.20
.50

The Newest "CHICK" in Town
’,ill for an
)1 \

11’2.111 loill ,11 Mir 200 degree
ai

kercil Chick"

v army

Frosh at 6:30

at 8

Four high school All-Americans
and two world swimming record
holders will take the pool tonight
to represent the Stanford Frosh
against the SJS yearling water
poloists.
Dick Roth and Luis Nicolai
ivorld record holders in the individual medley and butterfly, respectivelylead the Papooses in
the 6:30 encounter.
Stanford is easily the best team
the Spartababes have faced this
season, although the latter has
won only three of six tilts.
SJS coach Lee Walton has been
pleased with the Spartan Improvement this week, especially in the
shooting department.

bile oven!

PENSIVE LEESpartan water polo coach Lee Walton surveys
the situation in a recent game. Walton hopes he has no need to
worry tonight as the Spartans host Stanford, supposedly Northern
California’s best, at 8.

CH 1TE The party pleaserpacked with 16
ready -to -eat pieces of golden fried chicken
3.75
an outstanding %Ate!

Munson Leads Frosh
Against Tough Papooses

East

William

Paul’s Cycles

BILL COSBY

San Jose Civic Auditorium
Tickets $2.50 3.50 4.50

MAKE SELECTIONS FROM:

THE WAREHOUSE

Posters
Prints

1
r
1 DAHNKEN-LERMAN 1
1
1
NM MI MI NM UM

Brushed Strokes
Framed Pictures

I

of picture frames available.

VOtikkrine

4 p.m.-2 a.m.

"Right on Campus"
295-3806

URN NM

MIN

San Jose

Open Monday thru Saturday 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.. Mon. 8 Thur. until

9

p.m.

TAPE RECORDER

I

I
I
I
I

I

I

I

There is also a large assortment

I

1,.1O.42

Chp

16 E. San Fernando

AIWA MODEL TP50

31/4 inch tape reel, 21/2 inch speaker. Pushbutton control and crystal
type microphone with remote control switch. Volume control, adjustable speed and up to one hour recording time.
Complete with microphone, tape, take-up reel, batteries and earphone.

I

444

Ask about our Rent -Purchase
piton Plan.

ART IN THE ATTIC
SALE

Free Delivery and Take -Out

Fri., Sat.,

Reasonable rates by the st.
hour, day or week of 3 -speed
and 10 -speed models.

I IA-,
( 1 3-9766
s.
Hours: Tues..Sat. 8:30.6 pm.
Spartababe pa.ss wizard Russ back Gene Washington, lefthalf 11*
Open Fri. until 9 p.m.
Munson will have to be at his best Bill Shoemaker, and righthalf IS
Closed Sun. & Mon.
tomorrow morning when the SJS Nate Kirtman.
t106,1014014.10155464.1.1...
frosh gridders tangle with possibly
the best freshman team in the
nation, Stanford.
Game time is 11 a.m. at Palo
Alto as the two teams will be a
preliminary to the Stanford-Army
afternoon contest.
Quarterback Munson and his coIn Person "I Spy"
horts will be facing their toughest
challenge of the season. The Stanfond fresh scored on its varsity
in a scrimmage Wednesday. The
the SJS fourth quarter scores
GOOD PRACTICES
against the Inditms.
Walton has been happy vvith Papooses have 11 players from
Friday. Oct. 29 8:30 p.m.
The SJS junior varsity will pla,v team Workouts this week, which August’s high school Shrine conthe Gator JV in a preliminary to I emphasized conditioning the first test.
at: San Jose Box Office
SJS coach John Webb calls the
saturday’s varsity match. Larry three days and quickness yester40 W. San Carlos
Papooses "a dream freshman
Valente scored all the SJS goals day.
Lckets also on sale at Spartan Music
in the Spartan JV’s 4-0 conquest
’Physically, I believe we are team." They toppled a highly-rated
of Stanford Wednesday.
two weeks ahead of them, but they USC frosh team last week 24-13.
_
_
_ _
Munson will have former high
have the advantage in team quickschool teammate Dan Anderson in
ness," Walton analyzed.
SPARTAN BASKETBALL
Gary Sheerer, a small but tricky the backfield with him along with
Spartan basketball teams have
oen consistently good. SJS teams competitor, holds the key to the fullback Jeff Baker, an outstandice were invited to the NAIA Stanford team unity in Walton’s ing performer against the Stanford
rirnament and in 1951 became estimation. Therefore, the Spar- junior varsity last Friday.
Munson has hit on 24 of 35
!tt. first West Coast independent tans will try to harass him enough
,rr to qualify for the NCAA to slow down the whole Indian passes for 252 yards and three
THE WAREHOUSE
scores in his two games.
0. .11,
Webb praised his defense for its
game against the Stanford junior
varsity. He singled out Dave Alaimo’ and Eldon Milholland for
their performance and is hoping
8 - 9:30 Tonight and Tomorrow Night
the two will play a duplicate contest tomorrow.
They will have to if the Sparta10c BEER
babes expect to stop the Papooses’
top guns. Fullback Greg Broughton is averaging five yard.s a carry.
DANCE TO TERRY AND THE PIRATES
Other Stanford stars are quarter-TOP TRACKMEN
SJS, always fielding one of the
GIRLS IR AND OVER WILL BE DMIrl’TED
nation’s strongest dual meet track
trams, had another banner year
TONIGHT 1ND S kTI RIMY !NIGHT
in 1965. The foremost performers
in recent years have been sprinters Ray Norton, Dennis Johnson
and Tom Smith, excellent pole
vaulters headed by Dick Gear,
who tied for the 1961 NCAA title
1760 SO. 7111 St.
at 15 feet 4 inches, and javelinist
Dan Studney.

dinner tonight!

lit 4 hig. plump pieces of fried chicken;
1.49
Breaded Potatoes and Buttered Bun

I). lit.’s Mar.: :Nal.- Him...,

BICYCLES
FOR RENT

Photo by Yoshltaka Hasegawa

EXTENDED UNTIL OCT. 29

PIZZA PEDDLER

r 11’4 -11 . .

regarded Golden Gators pulled on
the biggest upset in NCISC play
this season when they knocked!
off a strong Cal contingent 2-1
The Bears had battled the SJS
eleven to a 1-1 tie only five de.),
wfore.
SJS coach Julie Menendez atBy PAUL SAVHIA
tributes the Cal crew’s loss to their
Daily sports Writer
looking past the SFS contest to
San Jose State’s water polo team
the match with USF they play sat down yesterday and decided it
tonight.
would beat Stanford tonight.
IMPORTANT MATCH
That’s that!
The Spartans host the leagueThis confidence seems out of
leading Dons next Friday, so Men- order when you consider comparaendez has been emphasizing the five scores this season make the
importance of tomorrow’s match high-ranking Indians a four-point
to his squad.
favorite for the 8 p.m. contest in
"We’ll be playing the rest of our the spartan pool.
schedule one game at a time," he
Coach Lee Walton, who feels
said. "We can’t afford to under- his squad is good enough to beat
rate anybody."
anyone on a given night, seems to
SJS now holds down second think tonight will be that night.
place in the NCISC with a record
OVERLY OPTIMISTIC
of one win and two ties. USF has
"I know I’m overly-optimistic,"
won three and tied one.
claimed, "but we are due
Menendez plans to make several Walton
for a win in a big contest."
important changes in his line-up
Last weekend, Walton and the
for tomorrow night’s contest.
entire team felt the Spartans outGONZALES STANDOUT
played California although losing
Mani Gonzales, who has been a 10-9 on a goal with 15 seconds redefensive standout at left half- maining in the contest.
back all season, will start at inside
Early in the season, the Sparlot’ against the Gators. Gonzales tan.s dropped a 7-6 fiasco to the
WaS shifted to inside left during Olympic Club of San Francisco
the second half of the Stanford although positive they could
match Wednesday, and scored two beat that team in any other pool
Spartans’ four last quarter than its home grounds.
The other loss encountered by
Jerry Koopman, who tallied the the Spartans was at the hands of
overtime goal vvhich gave SJS USC, 6-3.
their 6-5 victory in the same conINDIANS FAVORED
lost, gets his first starting assignStanford is favored tonight on
ment. He will play left wing.
the basis of victories over California and USC.
LOCCI SHIFTS
Besides the obvious problem the
Another shift finds Steve Locci
moving from center forward to Indians will pose, SJS has to
right fullback. Menendez had high fight a recent illness wave which
praise for Locei’s performance at has forced several players to miss
tailback during the second half workouts this week, breaking
of the Stanford game, and plans continuity.
Starter Chuck Cadigan has been
to use him at that position from
out of the water the last two
now on.
The Spartan mentor also lauded days with a touch of the flu and
inside right Lou Fraser, who is a doubtful starter. Captain and
banged in iihree goals, and right high scorer Don Moore has also
t\ ing Lou Diaz, who was instru- missed a workout. but expects to
mental in setting up all four of be at full strength.

HAPPY HO UR
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Po loists Decide on Victory Tonight
In Pool Encounter With Stanford

Retail $24.95

Ths offer
is good for San
State
students only, so
Jose
card.
brinq your ASB
Good Today ond
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Special with this coupon

I

$18.48

I

Oct. 22 and

23,

196 S. Limited Quantity

I
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Tomorrow Night

Berry Shrugs Off Injury; Harriers in Grudge Match;
Spartans Battle Arizona Spartans After Iniun’s Scalp
By JEFF sTOCKTON
Daily. Sports Editor
Offensive leader Ken Berry
will definitely start at quarterback
tomorrow night when the Spartan
grldders do battle with the University of Arizona in Tucson.
Berry, who guided SJS to a 21-0
first quarter lead over Arizona
State last week before sustaining
a mild concussion, has received the
doctors ok to perform against the
Wildcats.
Also playing, but not starting,
will be tackle Brent Berry, who
sat out the ASU contest with an
ankle injury.

cats may be in for trouble.
They have had enough problems
this year offensively, scoring only
three touchdowns while the defensive has tallied two.
HUBBARD POWERFUL
The Cats will be resting their
hopes on halfback Brad Hubbard.
Anderson says, "Hubbard is a powerful runner who runs well through
the line."
SJS vvill bank its hopes on the
passing of Berry to his three receivers, Steve Cox, Harry Kellogg.
and Ben Ward.

Cox leads the Spartan passcatchers with 16 receptions for
226 yam’s. Kellogg tallied on a 55yard pass last week.
Anderson expressed his hopes
that his gridders will be able to
run on the Wildcats also. Fullback
Charley Harraway leads SJS on
the ground with 247 yards on 68
carries. Bobby Trujillo and John
Travis are dangerous runners.
Tackle Ray Lychak received Anderson’s praise for his performance In workouts this week.

PARKER RECOVERS
Dennis Parker, the, Spartans
flanker-safety, was a doubtful participant for tomorrow night’s game
after a hamstring forced him out
last week, but has made a quick
recovery. He will play but not
start.
Mike Spitzer, a defensive lineman injured against ASU, will not
make the trip to Tucson.
Coach Harry Anderson reports
that Arizona’s second string quarterback, Craig Liston, is lost to the
squad for the season with a
shoulder separation. He is the
passer of the two signal-callers on
the Wildcat squad. Phil Albert will
start for Arizona and is known as
the better scrambler.
If the home-team cannot run on
the Spartans defensive wall, led
by Fred Heron, Mike Christenson,
and Martin Baccaglio, the Wild -

Caravan To Meet

t oaeli \ion Smith is organ
’zing a ear caravan to the Stan
ford Golf CIMINO for Saturdav’s
eross-eountry meet with the Indian% the
biggest dual -meet
on the Spartan schedule.
Smith asks Interested fans to
SOOf II CO 111 be in front Of f
pip. dressing room at 8:15. S
50 students have already expressed an interest In making
the trip.
"We have the only undefeated
team on the eamptiv. and I feel
we should reeehe some school
support," Smith argued.
lie pointed mit that the scenic
four -mile Stanford course allows
the spectators to see most of
the rtme--an e%ent which rarely
happens in eross-eountry meets.

SALE

tory, vilth his pre -game dope sheet
reading SJS’27, Stanford 28. Don’t
forget that the team with the fevi-est points wins in cress-country.
To pull off this win that would
avenge a 27-28 Stanford victory
last season, "Not one man on the
team can afford to run poorly,
everyone has to better HIS previous best," Smith predicted.
EARLY LEAD
Smith’s race strategy
remain the same as early season
meets, which the Spartans have
encountered without a defeat: "We
will hreak out .af th.a., pack. early,
and try to keep this early lead."
Stanford typically runs the same
kind of race.
Smith predicts that the first
four finishers will be evenly split
betvveen the two schools and,
therefore, the burden will be
placed upon the third through sixth Spartan runners.
This would put the pressure on
Ed Peraza, 27-year old team leader
Ken Noel, Rich Klemmer and Joe
Neff, a new-comer to the Spartan
starting seven.
LANODON TOPS
Bill Langdon and Jim Sullivan
are the No. 1 and No. 2 runners,
respectively, in Smith’s scheme.
Sophomore George Weed, who
was kept out of last week’s meet
with a swollen ankle, is the Spartans seventh man. His ankle has
come around better than expected.
Alex Whittle, Bob Kelley and
Dave Deubner are the main Stanford threats.

BOOKS
UP TO 95% OFF
Town and Country Village
Stevens Creek & Winchester
Open Evenings and Sunday

RAY LYCHAK was praised by grid coach Harry Anderson for
his encouraging performance in practices this past week. Lychak
will start at tackle for the Spartans tomorrow night in Tucson
against Arizona.
_

rs,Books

Take a Study Break ! !
at Holiday Billiards

POOL

By I’M 1. SAIDIA
Dully Sports Writer
matter
how you look at it
No
"on paper," the SJS-Stanford
grudge cross-country match Saturday morning is rated as a toss-up.
That means the eventual outcome of the 10:30 a.m. match over
the Stanford Gold Course will be
decided subjectively.
Put more concisely, the team
that wants to win the most Will
win.
DESIRE IS KEY
As Spartan coach Mery Smith
put it, "That intangible comtnodity
of desire within each individual
will turn the tide."
Smith feels his young runners
have enough team pride and desire to pull out the reenge vie -

SNOOKER

BILLIARDS

Volleyball Finals
This Afternoon
In PER Gym

The intramural two-man volleyball tournament will come to a
close today at 5:30 in the PER
gYm.
Finalists in the double-elmination tourney are the teams of
Dave Dougan-Randy Wright and
lien Bower-Cal White.
The Dougan-Wright combination
is undefeated, while White and
Bower have suffered one loss, that
defeat coming at the hands of
Dougan and Wright Tuesday.
If the unbeaten twosome win
the first match tonight, the tourney will be over, but if the WhiteBower duo is victorious, another
game will follow.
The semi-final round of the intramural tennis tournament will
also be held this afternoon.
The matches, which will be held
BICYCLE RACE
on the Spartan courts, pit Kelly
Today is the final day to submit
Moss against Bill Adams, and Jeff "Little 500" bicycle race entries.
Coupe against Vincent Filippello.
All entries must be turned into
Finals v..111 be played Monday.
MG 121 by 3:30 this afternoon.

(All New Brunswick Tables)

THE BANDITSThese seven runners af one
time or other during the season will probably
represent the Spartans in a cross-country meet.
Every week the starting seven has switched.
From left: Joe Neff, Jim Sullivan, Steve Brown,

Ed Peraza, Bill Langdon, Pete Martinez andGeorge Weed. Ken Noel and Rich Klemmer
replace Brown and Martinez on the bandits for
tomorrow’s Stanford meet.

Me and Them Still
In Fight for Title
Me and Them remained undefeated and stayed in contention for
the independent "A" league football championship by downing Red
Horde 6-0 Wednesday.
A 40-yard puss from Louis Basile to I3ob Gienapp produced the
only touchdown of the contest.
Blue Flame clobbered Sig Ep
No. 2, 20-0, in the only other "A"
game played.
Suave Frank Robinow starred
for the Flames with three TD
tosses.
"B" leag-ue-leader Air Force
ROTC v..as held to a 0-0 deadlock
by second place Allen Hall, but
the Haulers needed a victory to
stay in close contention. Only Chi
Pi Sigma and Whiskey a Go-Go
now stand between the Air Force

(Aida and the league title.
Moulder Hall moved into a
for second place with a foil.
victory over the Matadors, ...
Newman Knights upset Chi
Sigma 26-7 in other schedul.
meetings. Fred Krueger paced the
Knights by firing three touchdown
passes and scoring one himself on
a run.
Scheduled intramural independent league competition ends after
next week’s games. Playoffs among
the top four teams of the "A"
league and first two finishers in
the "B" loop will be held
1, 3 and 8, when the independent
champion will be determined.
The independent winner meet,
the fraternity titlist for the all college championship on Nov. 12.

SALE
Vaughn’s announces close-out
prices on all summer sport
coats regardless of previous
price
NOW $9.88

Ladies admitted FREE on Sunday
WHEN ACCOMPANIED BY MALE PARTNER

this ad good for 50c on 1 hour of play

HOLIDAYBILLIARDS
872 FREMT AVE.

Phone 2,11-7099

.sNYVAI.F.

(:orner of Wolf & Fremont

sE
SALE
Retail
S12 95-29 95

rear

VA

YES
All Airlines
Have a Critical
Reservation Shortage

Mon

Sat

9 30 p

Air fares, round trip, to:
$217.65
New York
217.65
Philadelphia
233.00
Washington, D.C.
249.50
Boston
168.72
Chicago
200.00
Honol,Iu
"All prices plus
U.S. Gov’t. Tax"

Don Davis
292-7611

125 So. 4th St.
Hours

JANUARY 6th
RESERVE NOWPAY LATER

297-8000

N’S
to 6 p

111

Thurs , 9 a rn

to 9 p rn

J. Chapman, N.Y. Daily News
ACTORS REPERTORY
THEATER
25

San Salvador

Sat. Eves.
Today Hire Nov. 13

8.30 p.m. Fri. &

SI r,C
41

EXPRESSION OF THE ARTS

OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAYS
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
TELEPHONE RESERVATIONS
ACCEPTED

Slack Sale Price
S6.50-15.00

... "with honesty, compassion,
and humor, this prize winning
play breathes life into the daily
joys and furieshas the hopes
and hungersof a young Negro
husband and his family."

A CULTURAL CENTER for the

We have block space via
TWA and A.A.L. Jets departing Dec. 18, 9 a.m. to
New York and Chicago.
Return any day.
SPACE LIMITED

Complete stock of traditional slacks to choose
from

RAISIN in
the SUN

1111111=11111r
19841 S.IS STARS
Senior Herb Engel and sopho- I
more Bill Peterson were named
the Most Valuable and Most Improved Player respectively, following the 1964 season. Engel, the
Spartan star from Ft. Bragg, carried 66 times for 231 yards and
a 3.5 per carry average.
Peterson, from San Diego, developed into one of the best defensive performers on the team
as the season progressed.

presents . . .
Movies
8 p.m. Sat., Sun.
From France: "The Puritan"
"Visions of the City"

If you are planning to fly anywhere from DECEMBER 8th to

Tournament and Mixed League Play

A. R. T.

presents

San Jose Travel Service

223

S. First St., San Jose

Admission $1.00

Students 75c

Folksing
10 p.m. Saturday
From Berkeley: Joan Bissell
From Santa Cruz: Mike Finch
From San Diego: Les Morgan

Classical Guitar
io p.m. Saturday
From Santa Cruz: Kenny Martin
Admission $1.00
Students 75c

German Music Festival
2 p.m. Sunday
German Glockenspiel Band and Singers
Plenty of beer and pretzels with $3.00 donation
Proceeds to benefit Cabrillo Music Festival

THE

BARN "A

3496 Granite Creek Rd.

MOST DISTINCTIVE
COFFEE HOUSE"

Take Santo’s Village Rd.
Turnoff

R--RP ART A AT 81 ABLY
)etober 22, 1965

Court Nomination
Sent to Committe

Spartaguide

1

poor people’s corporation.
Extenders: Agnew Volunteers,
15 a.m., front of Big Dipper on
-tit Fernando, regular meeting.
Illahal College Club, 8 p.m., 231
San Fernando St., Apt. 12, regular
meeting.
Beta Beta Beta, 6:30 p.m., 1109
Steinway, Campbell, pot luck dinner, all prospective members inVited.
&IS Friends of SNCC, 3:30 p.m.,
427 S. Sixth St., Apt. No. 6, plan
aid to Delano, getting outlets for

n

Sen.
I’DN 11’1’1
Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass. today asked the Senate to send the
controversial nomination of Francis X. Morrissey back to the Judiciary Committee.
Kennedy has been the leading
Senate supporter of the nomination and ItIorrissey is Li long time
friend of his family.

Lambert Dophin, Author of
Contemporary Christians on
Campus, will visit SJS on October 2 5. 8-10 p.m. at ED239.
THIS SUNDAY MORNING .

Barry Keiser, B.S.., Th.M.,
Continues a Study of I Peter
Spartan Tri-C is a student Baptist organization
Sunday meetings: 9:45 a m. and 5:45 p.m.
3rd and San Antonio Us.
.

i BOHANNON’S
that

Take

special

date

to

Bohannon’s.

ishere you can relax and dine in a de-

Test Date Sef

lightful atmosphere and indulge in excellent cuisine that

rair’t

he

ing

Students planning to apply for
a California State Scholarship
must take the Scholastic Aptitude
Test ISAT), according to Donald
R. Ryan, director of financial aids.
The test will be held Saturday,
Nov. 6 and again on Saturday,
Dec. 4.
Scores from subsequent examinations will not be accepted, Ryan
sa id.
koplication forms and additional
,liormatinn are available hirm the
Financial Aids Affice, ADM201.

equaled.

%kn. park your ear in our pris ate

park-

area. it", thert for your coin enience.

1

I 11)1

International Students’ Organ’.
3:30 p.m., Home Ec.1 panel
discussion on woman’s ideas about
man as husband; man’s ideas about
woman as wife.
TOMORROW
Tutoring Program, 9:30 a.m.,
SJS C’afeteria, this will be a meeting for persons %venting to enter
the tutoring, big brother and big
sister programs.
SUNDAY
Newman Center, 79 S. Fifth St.,
8 p.m., all Catholic students interested in singing are welcome.
Mlle! Brunch. 12 noon until 2
p.m., Fifth and E. San Fernando,
Catholic Women’s Center.
MONDAY
AIESEC Committee (SAM 1,3:30
p.m., Barracks 3’.2 SAM office,
regular meeting.
Humanists on Casnpuik, 7:30 p.m.,
CH161, discussion on "The Sexual
Ethic of Today’s America."
TUESDAY
Spartan Sabres, 7 p.m., Garden
City Hofbrau, 51 S. Market St.,
rush hinction.
WEDNESDAY
Phrateres, 6 p.m., College Union, regular meeting.
Alpha Etat Sigma, 5 p.m., Initiation Ceremonies, Memorial Chapel,
6:30 p.m., Annual Fall Banquet,
Lou’s Village, 1465 W. San Carlos.

/- I

eek’s visit by VISTA
This
:Volunteers in Service to America)
has brought applications from 40
SJS students wishing to join the
organization, according to Miss
Elizabeth Johnston, recruiting
team leader.
"Our experience has shown us
that San Jose has a high percentage of students who are interested
in social service," Miss Johnston
said. "We are really happy with
the reception VISTA has received
here."
VISTA’s first visit to the SJS
campus last spring brought 63
applications from interested students.
Twelve of the students from SJS
are currently serving in the organization, and two more are in
training.
Some of the SJS alumni now
serving in VISTA are Jeff McLent.), who is teaching pre-school
children from low-income families
in Louisville, Kentucky; Gailen
Thompson, now working with the
Ogallala Sioux Indian Tribe in
South Dakota, Peggy Kuropat arid
Marean Brown, both working at
St. Martha’s Settlement House in
Philadelphia, and Marla Lindermanx, working in Charleston.
West Virginia.
The VISTA team v,111 be here

"Ethnic views on Marriage" will
be the topic of the panel discussion to be held by ISO (International Students Organization) today at 3:30 - 5 p.m, in the Home
Economics lounge.
The panel discussion will be led
by Patricle Fong (China) panel
coordinator. The panelists are Laurent
Sanwogow,
Togo,
West
Africa; Mohammad Adwan, Jordan; Uri Barneak, Israel; Betty
Wick, USA; Sandy Punsak, Australia and a representative from
an oriental country.
The male panelists will discuss
BLACK PORTFOLIO W/NOTES & TEXTS
nite Teach-ln. Call 322-8157. their ideas on what the role of
LOST.
FOUND: Lady’s watch at game Fri. the woman is in marriage and the
293.0988 aft. 6 p.m.
:
women will discuss the role differences of the husband in the
PERSONALS 171
different countries.
UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED PERMANENTLY BY REGISTERED ELEC-r Mrs. A. I. Nan
TROLOGISTS. ).
Call 294.4499.
.
+elle. Nn

1111=11111111111111=111211111111111011=211111
SPELL.

f

NEW, 8IG, QUIET! Unappd. apts. 2
’
C’vk. bdrrn. Furn. W sundeck, soundproofing.
’
’
.S0 at Blrrack :=1. $40 $60 each. 148 E, Williams at 4th.
00.26, 8:30.
iiii=1:032.01 297 eS1P
’63 VW. R/H Lic. cond. $1300. Call
Kevin. 293 9582.
’63 HONDA. Tr., ‘,:. Best offer takes it.
Phone EL 4 8097 al. 6.
’56 CHEV. CONVERT. Runs ’rod. Needs
Soo. $190 cr trade for motorcycle. Call
Bob R-iffety 294.6019.
’53 FORD Sta. Wag. Stick. Ezc. cond.
,,th,rne Wy.
$125 7(".
Call 2-,
’64 HONDA SCRAMBLER. 250cc. New
8, er than new.
eno r, t.t ,
292 r2
b ,wner. Silarp!
’65 VESPA.
AUSTIN HEALY I: ’ /
rd.
0 D
298 2323 a’t S.
’65 HONDA.

G

B

4 sod.
Immed!
2500

65 MUSTANG CONVERT. 1_, a,
64 YAMAHA

5

nd

$800

EKT7o-n-d.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Mod
bdrm. apt. Share w/2 others. 635
S.
th #3. 298 7550 or 293,3391.
ROOMS: Sgl. $40 mo. Share $34 mo.
Kit. & Ivorm. priv. 1e7 E. St. John. 2956869.

SERVICES 113)
PINK DIAMOND APTS. 686 S. ihh. Unppd. apts. Blue Chip stamps for promo!
payment of rent. See Mgr. apt. 19. TYPING SERVICE - East San Jose.
258.4335.
M.V/ Sat -Sun.
AUTO INSURANCE FOR STUDENTS.
ROOMMATE WANTED. 30 days free Chet Bailey. 286-5386. 449 W. San
rent. No deposit. No clean. chg. 1/2 blk. Carlos.
SJS. $37.50 per mo. Ph. 295-2917.
SPECIAL FOR STUDENTS. Boys or girls.
ROOM & BOARD. (app. boarding Sewing, fitting, designing and tailoring.
house) Upp.
& grad. women students 292-7861.
11-1 S. 12th. 295-9619.
EXPERT TYPING. All kinds. Reasonable.
GIRL ROOMMATE. Nr. SJS stadium Phone 294-3772. 9.6.
SI,bui Gardens. DI.. 2 bdrm. Pool. 292- TYPING. Charge per page. Spell., etc.
corrected. Phone 292-2346.
2879.
TYPING IN MY HOME. Experienced and
3 SORM. HOUSE. 2 bath. Kit. WO mo. accurate. Call 259-4710.
Males. Pearl Scholl 358 N. 7th. 295-2794
Utilities paid. (Upstairs)
TYPING. Electric typewriter. Sunnyvale
area. 245-7999.
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. See mgr.
460 S. 4th.

’62 HONDA SUPER HAWK. Gd. run
g S400. 295 9416. Joe.
’58 CHEV. 4 dr. sedan. R/H. Gd. cond LANE APT. VACANCY. New I bdrm. 2
To place an ad:
6 cyl. Must sell! $295. 259-3956 aft. 6. bath. 3 lg. closets. Perfect for 3 students.
See mor. 439 S. 4th. 286.4442.
Call at
New fires. RM. Aft.
’59 VW. r.14,
VY).
DON’T COMMUTE GIRLS. Wend 1 or 7
Classified Adv. Office -J206
roornies. Low rent. 350 S. 10th #2.
OLDS ’54. Pnbuill
Daily
t
nffer. 2413.989S
JUST OFF CAMPUS. 2 bdrm. apt. Re.
n-ed ’,int. 350 S. 10th. 293.4955.
10:30-3:30
FOR SALE ID
2 ROOM APT. Elecfr. paid. $60 mo. 511
Sand in handy order blank. Enclose
71/4 9686.
SPEED. CUSTOM EQUIP. For Falcon.
rash or cherk. Make check out le
736-4300.
ROOM IN HOUSE. Nr. SJS. Separasc
Spartan Daily Classifieds.
, bath. $45. 292.1327.
ONE WEEK SPECIAL.
I:. 18-23. 1 5%
Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465
,,
iument& gauges. $30 MONTH ROOMS. vi
SJS
Acme Spndometer Service Co., 2221
Stevens Creek Blvd. 298-3015.
RESORT PROPERTY FOR SALE. 1/4 acre
lot in redwoods of Boulder Creek. 15 mi.
from Santa Cruz. Build now or hold as an
invest. $1990. $300 down. $30/mo. 295.
6
4591
SKI CLOTHES. Booner 12. Roffe 34.
u PISM
Mens.
tlfw

12 STP.iNG

GUITAR W/CASE..

.1411.P WANTED (4)
ROOliA
GIRL

BOARD

MALE OR

To buy, sell, rent or
announce a n yth ng,
just fill out and chp
this handy order
blank

AND

SALARY

FEMALE, FULL OR

FOR

Send to: Spartan
Daily CLASSifIFDS,
1206, Sar) Jose State
College, San lose 14,

PART

Call Mr. Kowa!, 266-5650
High
or 948-5540.
MEN: Part time. Xmas help. 16-20 hrs.
eves. & Sat. Avor. $67.50 per wk. Comm.
Srholarships available. Apply Rm. I, 510
Peri Ave. 7 pm MWF.
RELIEF POS. FOR MALE STUDENT.
Apprn.. 1,inn mr, in relieve house mgr.
siz employable adult re
To
tardnd young mon to live indepen. in
community. Contact Mrs. Hobbs 297
6157. H,s.: I weekend a mo. one night a
wk. & 12 hrs. on Sun.
WINTER SPELL. See announcements.
GIRLS. Full or part tirne. Morning, after
noon or eves. Tnleohnne solic. Salary plus
comm. Call 298,4479.
COOK & HASHER. Pnin(
}louse. Call 295 9411 biwn 4:30 6.
For
I ARTIST WANTED. SS per 111.
i
work. Call Bill Harper. 298-S051.

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Two lines
One time

One time Three times
50c a line 25c a line

Five times
20c a line

lines
lines
lines
lines

$1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50

$1.50
2.25
3.00
3.75

$2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

Add this
amount for
each addi
tional line

.50

.75

1.00

2
3
4
5

Print your ad here:
(Count 33 Letters and Spaces for Each Line)

Ail Interview% airr held In the
Placement Center, ADS1234. Appointment olgn-upts begin on
Ttiendak., for company Interview. the Following week. Jannis’, grads znit obtain further
the
Information at
Placement Center.

chasing.

today for the last day. Booths
dispensing information are located
on Seventh Street and in front
of Spartan Bookstore. In addition,
MONDAY
a ten-minute film, "Small MirAlameda County Probation Deacles," will be shown continuously
partment: sociology. social welfrom 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. and from
fare, psychology, sociological sci3-5 p.m.
ence and criminology majors for a
position as a deputy probation officer trainee. Must be a U.S. citizen.
Contra Costa County: group
counselor, junior civil engineering,
civil engineering, year of graduate
Lambert Dolphin, assistant man- work in criminology, educational
ager of the Radio Physics Lab or clinical psychology or social
at the Stanford Research Institute welfare, probation officer, business
in Palo Alto, will speak on "Eter- administration and accounting manal Realities in the Scientific Age," jors for positions as accountant,
auditor I. assistant sanitarian,
Monday at 8 pm. in ED239.
Dolphin is a co-author of "Con- civil engineer, group counselor.
temporary Christians on Campus," probation officer and social workwhich appears in the Spartan er. Must be a U.S. citizen. Male
or female. Area of work is Contra
Daily.
The lecture will he followed by rosta County.
Ernst and Ernst, accounting and
an extended question and answer
period in vvhich students may par- business administration majors for
positions as audit staff assistants.
ticipate.
Dolphin, an agnostic scientist Male only. Area of work is the
until three years ago, will discuss U.S.
his reasons for embracing Chiisti- TUESDAY
Westinghouse Eleetrie Corp.:
anity after years of questions and
doubts. The program is sponsored electrical engineering, and meby Tri-C, Student Baptist Organ- chanical engineering majors for
positions in research and developization.
ment; design and application enRefreshments will he served.
gineering; manufacturing engineertechnical marketing and pur-

Former Agnostic
Speaks on Religion

Panel Covers Negro Employment
’Marriage
’More Important’

Spartan Daily Classifieds
WINTER

---- Job Interviews -4-

Forty Students Sign
Vista Applications

ANN ARBOR, Mich.
The chance of a Negro getting a
job is far more imixrrtant issue
than even his civil rights, according to a new book, ’The Negro and
Employment Opportunity," published by the University of Michigan’s Bureau of Industrial Relations.
The hook, edited by Prof. Herbert Northrup of the University
of Pennsylvania, cites a 1964 stirvey of Negro districts in New York
City which found that 54 per cent
of respondents were interested primarily in correction of low pay,
unemployment and high living
costs, compared with 16 per cent
who listed civil rights, freedom
and discrimination as their major
problems.

HEAR YE!

Must be a U.S. citizen
Male or female. Area of v.vrk is
mostly in the East except technical tnarketing available in both
the East and West.
ESL. bworporated: electrical engineering majors for positions as
engineers, technical staff. Must be
a U.S. citizen. Area of work is
Palo Alto.
Haskins & Sells: accounting majors for rxisitions as staff accountants. Male or female. Area of work
is San Francisco. Bay Area and
Northern California.
Lockheed Missiles and Space
Connuuly: electrical engineering,
mechanical engineering and math
majors for positions in associate
engineers or scientists in aerospace research and development.
Must be a U.S. citizen. Male or
female. Area of work is Palo Alto
ot Sunnyvale.
SPartaguide-

Georgia Klansmen
Attack Motorist
CRAWFORDVILLE, Ga. (UPT)
Seven "Black Knights" of the
Ku Klux Klan forced a Negro
motorist off a highway and tried
to beat him, Taliaferro County
authorities reported Monday.
The Klansmen were arrested at
a restaurant after the incident
Sunday and officers confiscated
seven sawed-off shotguns, eight
pistols and several clubs, according to Sheriff M. B. Moore.

CLIP THIS COUPON ...
COME IN . . .
BOWL 3 GAMES

t

AND

GET THE 4th GAME

FREE
35c PER LINE TO SJS STUDENTS

DOWNTOWN BOWL
Clara St.

294-7800

HEAR YE!

MICRO-POINT CONTEST WINNERS
The Results Are In And The Lucky Winners Are:
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th
llth
12th
13th
14th
15th
16th

prize
prize
prize
prize
prize
prize
prize
prize
prize
prize
prize
prize
prize
prize
prize
prize

-

Stereo Record Player
Instamaiic Camera
Instamatic Camera
Instamatic Camera
Instamatic Camera
Instamatic Camera
Instamatic Camel-a
Transistor Radio
Transistor Radio
Transistor Radio
Pen & Pencil Set
Pen & Pencil Set
Pen & Pencil Set
Pen & Pencil Set
Pen & Pencil Set
Pen & Pencil Set

-

Leigh Smith
Janice Mathison
Micky L. Johnson
Robert Jackson
Robert Weathers
Charles Cotton
Dale Freed
Dennis Otto
Walter K. Madge
Patty Jenkins
Lilly Kraucisin
Steve Headley
Joe Visola
Alan Morrison
Arthur Mogilefsky
Jeff Barbakow

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION
Announcements (1)
Automotive (2)
For Sale (3)
Wile VVanted (4)
Housing (5)
and found (6)
El PPtsonals (/)
Services (g)
transportation (9)

El
0
D
0
El

TOTAL NUMBER OF CAPS IN THE TANK WAS 1664

rlinst

Name
Run Ad
Starting Dots

Maim

(No of days) Enclose $

Phone

BoarkAtote.
"Right on Campus"

Kaleidoscope of Today

Science Edition

S PA RTAN DA I LY

PAT IIEFFERNAN
spartaa Daily Staff Writer
Moss Landing, Quintana Roo
expeditions, organo-silicon compounds, live animal displays and
check out service, cybernation
courses and "Second Seminar"
are among the vanguard of SJS’
SECTION B exploding sciences story.
Perhaps the biggest story in the
kalidescope of SJS’ mushrooming
science and engineering (1(111111ments is the acquisition of Moss
Landing Research Laboratory,
made [possible by a $150,000 grant
from the National Science Foundation.

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, FRIDAY, OCTOBER 22, 1965

1-

MOSS LANDINGRecently purchased seaside
laboratory site on the Monterey beach between
Castroville and Watsonville includes a 14,000
square foot building with marine laboratories,
classrooms, offices and a large science library.
Students from SJS will use the site, along with
students from other State Colleges at San
Francisco, Hayward, Fresno, and Sacramento.

a

IL

SJSVanguard of Science

The purchase of the Moss Landing facility was
hailed by President Robert D. Clark as "the
most exciting development on campus during my
term of office." The purchase was made possible
by a $15.000 grant from the National Science
Foundation. (Below appears a photo montage
of various areas of the "exploding sciences and
engineering areas," by Ja-mes Brescoll.

The seaside lobs %% ill he 4isetl
by all of the departments of natural sciences for research and
classes in oceanography and related subjects.
Another big name in the science
neves is Dr. Ralph Fessendon, associate professor of chemistry, who
recently received it $100,00(1 grant
for the study of the "Detoxification of Organ-siloeon Compounds."
This may revolutionize the science
of pharmacology and give doctors
a new battery of drugs in a few
years.
Dr .1. Gorden. professor or medical entoinidogy
represent S.’S

on the "Quintana Roo expedition problems intensified by the ma.
to the unexplored jungles of Yuca- chine age."
The course is taught by a team
tan.
of instructors from various departTROPICAL SEARCH
ments of SJS and by nationally
Dr. Gorden %sill be searching for known spokesmen who instruct
specimens and information about on the problems of automation
the tropical insects of the area. and mankind.
The jungles of Yucatan have re"Second Seminar," a new idea
mained unexplored even by the in close contact between students
natives of the area because of fly- and teachers, is made up of dising snakes, jaguars, and incurable cussion periods, lectures and demtropical diseases.
onstrations, and just plain bull
The prime target of the expedi- sessions among chemistry profestion is to find and photograph sors anti graduate and undergradruins of an ancient Mayan civiliza- uate students. The sessions are
tion. According to Dr. Edwards, held every two weeks in the homes
the Mayans once had a flourishing of various chemistry professors
civilization. including pyramid -like where 20 to 30 students sit around
temples and 30-foot wide elevated the living room, sample the reroads through the jungles.
freshments, listen to and question
Science Materials Service, a the professor lecturing that night.
new concept of individual study
STUDENT RAPPORT
makes available to any SJS student Or faculty hundreds of sciDr. Joseph Crook, associate proentific specimens, models, equip- fessor of chemistry, and one of
ment, and live animals for private the program’s primary spokesmen,
study or classroom instruction. said, "Second Seminar" is a chance
Mrs. Mary Urbani, director of the for undemraduate and graduate
Science Education lVfaterials Cen- students doing research to achieve
tel. in S19 said the unique service rapport with their instructors
is used primarily by science stu- ... something we need."
dents, but student -teachers and
"Second Seminar" is now being
non -science students are welcome held by the chemistry department
to check out the equipment or professors as an off-campus projanimals for any purpose.
ect for chemistry students Involved in research.
MACHINE AGE
These are only a few of the
"Cybernation and Man" the directions in which the SJS sciname of a course new to the Di- ence and engineering departments
. ision of Engineering this semes- are exploding. The problem now is
ter, according to Dr. Norman O. mainly one of space. Dr. Fessenden
Gunderson, dean of engineering, summed it up, saying. "The sciis "an exploration of all the so- ences at SJS have simply outcial, political, economic, and moral grown themselves."

’Pr

1BSPARTAX DAMS?

r 4-H Club Teaches
Rules of Safety

Oeteher 22, 1965

Palace of Governors
Taken by Indians

(UPI’
,,ningl
the rules of safety begins early1
with one national canipaikm
111,, 441 one.
This year. inure than 142:,,,
boys and girls in 4-11 HIV
to receive some Silrely
saki Leon McNair. field representative of the organization’s national
service committee.
Emphasis for 1965 Is on traffic
safety. La.st year, drug and chemical safety was stressed. Next year.
it’ll be water safety.
General Motors has sponsored
the program for more titan two
decades.

ide the
In- ;State Museum, which i,
SANTA FE, N.M. i
dians have taken over the Palace1350-year-old Palace, has invited
the Indians in.
of Governors in Santa Fe again.
As a matter of fact, these InBut this time it’s because the
dians are the most delightful kind
young girls who are escorting
tourists through both the palace
and other museum buildings in
Santa Fe under a program of the
l’ on poverty in New Mexico.
’rhe girls, from four pueblos
Santa Clara, Pojoaque, San Ildedoing
are
Eons and Tesuque
orher jobs too. ranging from bookkeeping to answering telephones.
Flowers
They range in age from 16 to 21.
The priinary purpose of the pro4Pand
gram is to help these girls gain
Corsages
experience in what has been labeled "the white man’s world"to
for all
give them the opportunity to gain
experience which can eventually be
Occasions
used other than on reservations.
, An interview with some of the
CY 2-0462 10th & Santa Clara girls showed that the program may
not be altogether necessary.

mas

Flower

NEW &
USED
TYPEWRITERS
PitICES SLASHED!
Standards

Portables
Electrics
Adders

MODERN
OFFICE
MACHINES
CO.
124 E. San
Fernando SI.

Shop

Drama Department Presents . . .

DEAD END
Hy Sidney Kingsley

TONIGHT
Also run, tomorrow and (let.27 thru 30
(
’ 1’1
110

111, the
s, I l DI \ I s :5.
I- ILE OPE. \ 1-5 p.m.

(51,1,in 8:15 p.m.
1.1 \ 1 RAI 81.5(1
Tel. 294-6414

Special

PANTS 50‘

dry cleaned and pressed

Custom Cleaners
491 E. San Carlos
between 10th and I Ith Sts.

5

Save with Budget Rent-A-Car:
a full 24-hour day $
a mile
’""’"uttie,

11.
5/5 BUDGET.
RENTACAR
:’
I

SYSTEM

Phone 295-1502
141 South Fourth
Across Pruitt I.ibrary

\\ I I 1.END SPECIAL!
MONEY! Pick. up
S
>our ear after 3 p.m. on Fri
day; return before 9 a.un
Mondaypay only two day=
rental.

41.101,11.1eltliellumatuulaumuuaLumuumulumaasso

LOWEST
Gas Prices in San Jose
Guaranteed Major Brand Gasoline

Ray Frisby, Audio-Visual
CUT ’N SPLICE
Services’ production crew head, inspects an instructional film for damage after the film has

r N
been shown to a class at SJS. All films used by
instructors are electronically inspected before
they are returned to film library shelves.

4th & William
13th & Julian

6th & Keyes
10th & Taylor

Four Locations to Serve You

Modern Facilities

SJS Audio -Visual Dept.
Offers Many Benefits
By DAVID LEBSGH
Spartim Daily Staff Writer
In 1949, the SJS Audio-Visual
Services consisted of about a dozen
pieces of equipment housed in a
windowless 10 by 12 foot room in
Tower Hall. Personnel then were
A-V Division Head, Dr. Richard B.
Lewis and the division secretary,
Mrs. Mary Bowers.
Today-16 years laterthe AV
Services occupies three floors in
the A-V wing of Centennial Hall,
furnished witft the Most modern
equipment and facilities. The only
thing that is the same as in 1949
is the fact that Dr. Lewis and
Mrs. Bowers still serve in their
positions.
The present A-V Services is one
of the most modern in the state.
It offers scores of services to the
college community.
William G. Allan, A-V Utilization coordinator pointed out some
of these services and facilities offered by the department.
"The film library* has 1,500
16mm prints of sound instruction
films available for student and
faculty use," he said. "About 3,000
filmstrips and many tapes and
slides are also available."

Equipment available for loan include 20 16mm motion picture projectors, 35 tape recorders, 30 phonographs, 30 2by2 slide projectors,
six 10by10 projectors and two
opaque projectors, according to
A -V technical director Walt Fox.
Faculty and students may use
A-V facilities, but by state law,
the use must be in conjunction
with the college program. Students must have faculty approval
to check out equipment.
The first floor houses most of
the films and equipment in the
center. There are preview rooms
here where faculty members- can
arrange for screenings of films
prior to class use.
"Miss Sheridan Chapman, film
librarian, handles the purchase,
rental or free loan of off-campus
materials for faculty and students," Allan said.
"Mrs. Alyce Barnhardt serves
a similar function for campus owned materials."
The first floor includes the photo
lab where material unavailable
commercially is handled. Here
slides are made or duplicated, as
well as charts, mounted materials,
tape recordings and motion pie -

ture footage.
A large machine on the first
floor checks machines after use.
"Every film is electronically inspected before it is returned to
the shelves, and needed repairs
are made," Allan explained. "We
spend about $1500 a year to replace and repair damaged films.
Production crews in the center
include about 35 paid student projectionists. "Our goal is 40," Ray
Frisby, who runs the production
crew, stated. "Last year, we averaged about 31 shows in classrooms
each day, so many projectionists
are needed."
The second floor in the center
Includes the graphics room, where
posters and various artwork is
prepared and the language labs,
in which the A-V Dept. works
closely with the foreign language
division.
"Some things can’t be done in
the center of course, but most
matters of an audio-visual nature
can," Allan said. "Our service is
geared to what campus life requires ’

Puritan Oil Co.
4111=1111111111111111
EATING IS a VERY
SPECIAL TIME
at ARCHIE’S
and to make
it even
more special try
our very special
SMALL STEAK
$1.25
or special
NEW YORK
CUT STEAK $1.95
both wrved with
soup or salad
and potatoes
545 S. 2nd Sf.
Free Parking

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

SMASH
IT ON
AND SHE’S
MINK

LAWRENCE
RADIATION
LABORATORY
LIVERMORE, CALIFORNIA
OPERATED SY THE UNIVERSITY OF CA LIFORN

f 0111HE UNITED STATES A TGAIIC f NERDY C.OMMISS4011

FRENCH FRIES
best of the very best!

eirmig
’ado*

reatiolkoz/

...made from Idaho Premiums
...prepared with extra care
...crisp and golden brown
...served piping hot!

MA Ma

mr-FrinE

You’ve never had French

so good.

Come in any time -- and bring the family
for a treat in food ’n’ fun. McDonald’s
means goodness in food -and lots of it.

After -Shave, $3.50, Cologne $4.00
Available at these campus stores:

look for the golden arches’

Applegate’s Men’s Wear

McDonaldb"A
orararerral.tre CO11.01,1,..

4011

MAJOR PROGRAMS NOW UNDER VVAY:
PLOWSHAREIndustrial and scientific uses of
nuclear explosives. WHITNEY Nuclear weapons
for national defense. SHERWOODPower production from controlled thermonuclear reactions.
BIOMEDICALThe effects of radioactivity on
man and his environment. Far-reaching programs
utilizing the skills of virtually every scientific and
technical discipline.
Laboratory staff members will be on campus to
Interview Science and Engineering students
Wednesday, November 3
Call your placement office for an appointment.
U.s. Citizenship Required

Roos Atkins

Third & San Carlos

Equal Opportunity Employer

SJS live Animal Exhibit
Startles Unwary Visitors
1st

vE Ili

ERN Vsi

with the wondert; of opsoartan Hails -.tuff Writer
post:Anus, crocodiles, foxes, flying
girl Mt-m(1 ill the second -1100r squirrels, raccoons, skunks, mice,
hall of the old science wing look- bats, and even fossils of cave men.
ing at a display of stuffed reptiles
Most of the creatures are either
when all of a sudden the specimen stuffed or skinned. However, there
are live crocodiles, turtles. and a
she was studying yawned.
"It’s alive," she shrieked and kangaroo rat, which keeps students
laughing with its surprising andropped her books.
The creature, a small alligator. tics.
Dr. Smith said the live displays
very much alive, is one of the live
displays sponsored by the ztxdogy will be changed regularly to give
the students a variety of animals.
department.
In the same hull are a display
Acconling to Dr. Ralph Stnith,
curator of the SJS zoological col- of fish, lizards and fishing equipback from the
lection, the displays of live ani- ment beought
111111S will be maintained through- Philippines by Dr. John R. liarout the semester in the glass cases ville, biology professor, and Li
across from S218. The display diorama display uf seashore life
in its natural habitat.
takes up the entitv south hall.

rather toothsome grin. Refusal of his invitation
to dine may drive him to tears, but after all, he
is just an alligator fdking crocodile tears.

1111111H111111111 1111111111111111111111111111
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The words "The just shall live by faith," found in the Old Testament (Habakkuk 2:4) and quoted in Romans (1:16, 17) brought
Martin Luther to accept nd receive Jesus Christ as his personal
Savior in the winter of 1512.
To many, the word "faith" means "I hope God is real, buf I’m
not sure." But faith as the Bible uses the term means trust, reliance.
and daily dependence on +he actual and living Lord, Jesus Christ.
Every individual who would know God must first fake step "in

NoT E S

Faith," as Martin Luther did, claiming Jesus Christ as a personal
Redeemer and Lord. God always responds to those who seek fo
know Him personally. so that believers in Chris+ are those who have
no doubt whatsoever about the reality of their personal relationship
to Him. "Draw near to God and He will draw near fo you."
(James 4:8).
The Bible contrasts "sight," which is depending on natural reason
and sensory inputs, with "faith," which is depending on God and what
He has said in the Bible. "Without faith it is impossible fo pleas*
God, for he that comes fo God must believe thaf He is and that He
rewards those who diligently seek him." (Hebrews 11:6).

E.-

Temporarily, at least faith may ignore the evidence of the senses,
the ernotions, and natural reasoning in order to press for answers from
God who is the Source of all things. " ... we look not to the things
that are seen but to the things that are unseen; for fh things fhaf
are seen are transient, but the things fhaf are unseen are eternal."
(2 Corinthians 4:16, 17).

HAMLET - "",,ET
isn’t hard
when you let
Cliff’s Notes
be your guide.
Cliffs .
Cliff’s Notes
expertly summarize and
explain the plot and
characters of more than 125
major plays and novels including Shakespeare’s
works. Improve your
understanding -and your
grades. Call on Cliff’s Notes
for help in any
literature course.

1-1,,oet
Left u xi. Letter Tale
ot Two ClUe, Muby Duk Return of the
Native The Odyssey Julius Caesar .
Crime and Punishment The Iliad Great
Expectations Huckleberry Finn King
Henry IY Part I Wul henna Heights King
Lear Pride and Preludice Lord lore
Othello Gulliver’s Travels Lord of
the Flies

It may seem fo some that faith in God is "blind faith," but such
is not the case. Rather. the limited vision brought by man’s ssssss
and human reasoning is subordinated to a deeper way of seeing ell of
life through the eyes of faith. "Faith is the assurance of things hoped
for, the conviction of things not seen . . . by faith we understand
that the world was created by the Word of God, so that what is seen
was made out of things which do not appear."

igMiil1f l 1mMmE=E=1

NEW YORK 1LIPDOne dog
is such a ham actor you’d expect
him to oink instead of bark.
No one knows if his ambition
is to see his name in lights, but
he’s certainly stage-struck.
So far, he’s got 24,000 miles of
air-time under his collar. The
flights to 25 cities for personal appearances included being starred
on 64 television shows, 77 radio
shows and in shows for children
at 22 hospitals.
This 120-pound German shepherd makes these trips to demonstrate obedience training and show
what happens to a dog who eats
well.
His employer, a maker of pet
food, calls him Mr. Rival. And
just to show he’s a genuine Madison Avenue type, the dog travels
with portfolio mostly full of
bones.
His gray flannel suit consists
of a cut -away jacket, white shirt
and repp tie. The coat is so long
he doesn’t need pants.
In Louisville, Ky., a most perplexing thing happened. During a
television appearance, a child had
a plate of dog food for the animal

3
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$1 at your bookseller
v",\\
or write:

TYPEWRITER
Special Strident n(aes
or
Rent To Own

170 South Second
Phone 286-2610

Box 11791 Palo Alto

Aiatet_

hour to

ROGER
WILLIAMS
FELLOWSHIP

worship thi,,
uvele ill the

GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
American Baptist Convention
484 East San Fernando

(+tiro+

8:45 a.m.. and 7:45 p.m.
Church Service
Bible Classes 10 a.m.

of

MASSES-SUNDAYS: 7:00, 8:00, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, 12:15, 7:00
HOLYDAYS: 6:30, 8:00, 9:00, 12:15, 5:30
WEEKDAYS: 6:30 and 8:00
FIRST FRIDAYS: 6:30, 8:00, 11:00, 5:30
DEVOTIONS: Mother of Perpetual Help devotions Tuesday
nights at 7:45
CONFESSIONS: Prior to the eight o’clock mass on Sunday,
3:30-5:30 and 7:30-9:00 on Saturdays; eves of holydays;
eves of First Fridays.
389 E. Santa Clara Street
294-8120

your choice.

for the complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday at

1UPOND
Better Things (or Beller Living
...through Chemistry

This happened in Chicago. The
animal was running late on appointments and his keeper called
the radio station to say so.
"We’ll have to do a beeper interview from the phone booth,"
the broadcaster said. Then he
asked the dog his age. The dog
barked five times. He’s five years
old. On command, he answered
other questions requirirtg numerical answers.
This pooch also was given the
key to the city of Baltimore.

T.S’ THE ACTION WITH STYLE!

T.

THE TRIM
(but not too sum)
TAPERED
AUTHENTIC
IVY SLACKS

Westm ilister
Presby terian
Ch urch

Wee

NOIRON

getf3

WUARANTEED
NEVER NEEDS IRONING

R-1

ir=1-1]

Tapers

SLACKS

52 So. 1st
295-0868

1

At SHARP men’s stoied Unit carry the LATESfet
A -I Kotrin Co.,1300 Santilin St.. Los Angeles, Calif. VMS
A -I SlacAs available of

Men’s Wear
ART MARTINEZ
Open

Mon., Thurs., Fri. until 9 p.m.
We validate all parking tickets
10 and San Carlos

guide
First Immanuel Lutheran Church
and
Student Center

WORK . . .

PERIL OF 1’11{1’1

=00

THIS SUNDAY MORNING . . .

Barry Keiser, B.S. Th.M.,
Continues a Study of I Peter

Newman-Catholic Student Center
ChaplainsFather L. Largente

46.41,1,

Daily Mass 11:40 a.m.

441 So. 10th St

Friday

Sunday
6 p.m. Worship

79 South

11:40

5th

and 4 p.m.

a.m. only

295-1771

6:30 p.m.
Supper (40c)
No Reservation Necessary
p.m. Program
Other Activities
I7:30
Throughout the Week
Wsrsotrship Sunday

Spartan TriC is a student Baptist organization
Sunday meetings: 9:45 a.m. and 5:45 p.m.
3rd and San Antonio Sta.
..A.A.A----....

Collage clIscussIon group: 9:45

292-5404
A. J. BROMMER, Pastor
R. Fiedler, Director of Music; B. Dahrns, Vicar 294-7033

PRAY . . .

(Methodist
Student Center)

Lambert Dophin, Author of
Contemporary Christians on
Campus, will visit SJS on October 25. 8-10 p.m. at ED239.

(:HHISTI %NIT)"

Dr. Peter .1oNhtin
John Knox Fellowship
6 p.m. at
123 Dana 1e.. San Jose
"1;111).ti
1,N FM;
OUR LIFE"
v. S..I..S. Lam poi LltriNtinnv for Chrio Director
lint
eekday sharing group,.
ed. 7-8 p.m.
fr
711i and Sim Carlos 9:2.0 and 11:1i

Sunday Morning Services:
8:15, 9:30 and I I
2 blocks from school

STUDY . . .

Missouri Synod

374 So. 3rd Street

Father D. Fosselman

Dr. Clarence R. Sands, Pastor

The Alameda at Shasta
Worship Sunday II a.m. and 7 p.m.

Church

Lutheran

Wesley
Foundation

e:30 & 11:00
Morning Worship
9:45 a.m. College
"Seminar"
5:45 p.m.
Tri-C Club

1_198 S. 2nd St., San Jose

sc.

ANSI.

First Baptist Church i
the downtown church
catering to the college community

AIMArall.

The Young Man
in the Know
knows "Dacron".
Looks great anyplace,
any time in a wrinklefighting poplin raincoat
of 65% Dacron* polyester, 35% combed
cotton. Tan, black,
muted plaids at fine
stores everywhere.
*Du Pont’s registered
trademark.

The Campus Parish

George "Shorty" Collins,
Baptist College Chaplain
John M. Akers, Pastor

=1. Aar

mining, and about threc 1,
accident death rate for
as a whole, according to
cians of Metropolitan Life I,
ance Co

ST. PATRICK’S CHURCH
Devote tut

Father L. Largente,
Roman Cath. Chaplain

R. 1T -a & Sympathy/
Andt,rson
Oct. 22, 23, 29. 30
Burgess Theater-Menlo Park
e s : 323-5498 or 321-3664
8:30 p.m.
Menlo Players Guild

for as..

This dog also is supposed to be
the only canine ever to participate
in a telephone interviewbeeper
type- with a broadcaster.

Men’s Wear

Campui leetyoui

’hal

When the time came to turn the
this touching scene, it
didn’t come off.
The child had eaten the dog
food and offered only an empty
plate.
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"Love in General"

The Days Between

The

cameras on

Berg’s

DUSINLSS MACHINES
AND OFFICE EOUIFINICNr

Contemporary Christians on Campus

CLIFF S NOUS INC
Bethany Stains Inns!. NM 6.50$

1 1

Ulan

YOUR
CAMPUS
HEADQUARTERS
FOR

RENT A

Faith in the God of the Bible is something which really works,
something which brings broader and deeper answers to fhe meaning
of 14. Because faith works in experience, and because God demonstrates Himself to the satisfaction of any individual who wants to get
acquainted with Him, why not find out for yourself by inviting Jesus
Christ info your life today/

STUDENTS $1.00

industry. except claim,

Business Executive
Lives a Dog’s Life

More to Life ’limn Meets the Eve

GLIFr’s

125 Titles in all among
them these favorites:

NEW YORK i

Madison Avenue Style

TORICK
HE COULD
MADE
IT

IP 411 T--.111

Farm Accident Rate

11111111101111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Ailver1;,..iniout
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deist rale on

A

saurian specimen,
DINNER ANYONE? This
one of the many "co-hosts" at fhe SJS Zoological Department’s live animal exhibit, demonstrates the friendliness of his purposes with a

tz,r.ttur

Sf. Paul’s
Santa Clara & Sth San Salvador 11 10fh
9 30 8 II a.m.
9:30 & I I a.m.
...4.

STUDENT INFORMATION
Steve Bouch

258 7573

Katie Swart

297-7517

Steve Culler

295-1771

AMINIIIMMALLAAwmaLmiunrnuawLwnw.w.w.Ii.uiuk.w.awYWIAIWAtAINMIMMIAMin

Ca n terbury:
EPISCOP t

Friday, October ’22, 1961

91. .IR--SP RT.994’ TRULY
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%NS ON CAMPUS

Professor Plans Jungle Trek

Sunday 5:30 [mu. Holy Communion
lllllll union
Thursday 7 a.m. Holy

at
Chapel of Reconciliation

300 So. 10fh

111

,m...111. :MD 6

HOWARD’S

CRYSTAL CREAMERY
featuring

HOWARD’S JUMBO BURGER
drci tries
vv,tr,

e"

,)

f

Try our large variety of
quality mea/s at reasonable prices
Complete Fountain Service
WALK ON OVER
One Block from SJS

7th and Santa Clara

IGNEEIYJNIZI11123
SEE THE STARS
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Dr. J. Gordon Edwards, professor of medical enfomolgy at SJS,
is demonstrating (above) how he will attempt to catch specimens
of tropical insects that he will be hunting in his exploration of the
Quintana Roo jungles of Yucatan. He will be accompanied by a
dozen other U.S. explorers, scientists and medical doctors who
like Dr. Edwards will be in quest of information and knowledge
of the area’s tropical diseases. The primary objective of the exploration will be the search for ancient Mayan cities and to map
them. The group will start out for the jungle from Chemax Nov. 10.

Nuclear Energy
Provides Changes
,

SAN JOSE.
Home
products ranging from table tops
to vinyl floor tiles may soon owe
.mnething to nuclear energy.
, Scientists working for General
Electric here are using nuclear
energy to produce novel changes
in the chemical properties of wood.
The wood is impregnated with
we’re hold a sifin at magoo’s
plastic materials, then exposed to
fcr the propagation of pizza!
, radiation. It produces an extreme. ly hard wood-plastic alloy.
PIZZA

0)

.41

le

h4;:l.

/.7%
Out Roof

POPULAR PRICES

NO COVER

HOLLYWOOD’S

WHISKEY ’A GO GO

CHAR BURGERS

SUNNYVALE
Washington 8, Murphy
Reservations
738-2576

Sunday Afternoon
Donze Scssion at 4 p.m.
Special Discount Prices

Largest Diamond

\I \GOO’S H1DEAWA1
411t
286 -?18 I
ORDERS TO TAKE OUT
V18,311n1=111\.

Engineering Dept.
Features Digital
Logic Laboratory

Dr. J. Gorden Edwards, professor of medical entomology still
plunge into the unexplored Quintana Roo jungles of Yucatan with
a dozen other U.S. explorors,
scientists, and medical doctors on
a quest for ancient Mayan cietes
and knowledge of the area’s tropical diseases,
The party will enter a snake,
insect, and jaguar-infested a,tea,
shunned even by the natives. on
Nov. 10 from the village of Chemax, the last outpost of civilization on the edge of a jungle never
explored by white man.
Dr. Edwards. an experienced
mountain climber, will be smirching for specimens of tropical insects, talcing photographs of the
tropical diseases of the area, and
gathering information about the
native treatment and cures.
The area has remained unexplored for so long primarily because of the chicle fly. whose sting
leaves a cancerous infection which
can cat away parts of the body.
"I think our chances of getting
this disease are about as remote
as getting killed on the Bayshore
freeway ... we just won’t be ex-

Call Us Now
for

Holiday Travel
Reservations

st. claire
7ravel Service
CY 7-1700

74 W. San Carlos

posed long enough," said Dr. Edwards.
"One of the questions I hope to
answer on this expedition is why
newborn babies of the natives are
immune to the diseases and why
they lose this immunity after MX
weeks or so," he added.
According to Dr. EdwarcLs, the
natives leave young babies outside
and the insects leave them alone
He hopes to get a lead on an internal repulsion mechanism from
studying the natives. Some animals
are known to have internal insect
repulsion mechanisms.
The primary objective of the
Quintana Roo expedition will be
to locate and map Mayan temples.
"We will probably find some
very interesting villages because
the Mayans liked to build on a
lake, and we will be following a
chain .4 lakes."

Patents’ Birthday
WASHINGTON (UPI) The
U. S. Patent Office ’currently
is observing its 175th birthday.
In that span of time, more
than 3,200.000 better mousetrap
builders and other inventors have
beaten a path to its door.
It is generally ag-reed that
patent protection has been a
strong stimulant for technical
and scientific discovery in America. As Abraham Lincoln
once said, "The patent system
added fuel of interest to the
fire of genite:."

King-Size Beds

the stole that knows MEN’S GIIIS best

1

VALLEY FAIR SHOP MON. THROUGH FRI. UNTIL 9.30 P.M.
SHOP MON., WED., THURS., FRI. UNTIL 9.30 P.M.
SAN ANTONIO CENTER

CUPPI

SPF, ’A.
I) I I I

tz

ENTERTAINMENT
The
"ilouse Pets"

1) like of Io rk
577 W. .A him

Neither rain
nor snow
nor heat
nor Liz

fg-

can ever
wrinkle
MECHANICAL,
AERONAUTICAL, CHEMICAL,
ELECTRICAL,
and METALLURGICAL
ENGINEERING

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 3
Appointments should be made
in advance through your
College Placement Office

IAR

Ire
Mum, Wed.

114 E. San Fernando
Next to Wesrern Union Office
(between 2nd & 3rd Sts.)
298-5404
and
5161 Stevens Creek Rd.
111 Lawrnn,-, Station Rd. avast,
horn Futorma Bowl)
248.9858

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

GR,ODIWS

DRINK

Largest Se/ection of Guitars in Town

OUTDOOR WOOL SHIRTS

1

,

Moyer Music

ENGINEERING MECHANICS
APPLIED MATHEMATICS
PHYSICS and
ENGINEERING PHYSICS

Pratt &
Whitney
Aircraft

ri,.,11 A
Park Pi,
Sausage

NOW 2 LOCATIONS

for Seniors and Graduates in

Warm enough for a rugged trek through the woods ... yet light enough for
fireside comfort! Our washable wool shirts made to our very own specifications ... with single needle tailoring, expensive custom details. New color-rich
matched plaids in long sleeve spread collar, or short sleeve button-down collar.

FOOD

Those
NEW YORK (UPI)
king-sized beds have captured
about one-third of the mattress
market.
Newlyweds choose queen -size or
king-size beds at twice the national rate.

ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES

8.95

The Finesi . . .

’11-DRAT).9.’il,....i.TA909.-etT,Derts...1z4ro,,rittogsensergjusgs

The Electrical Engineeiting Department has opened a Digital
Logic Laboratory. the first of its
kind in an engineering school west
of the Rockies, Dr. R. P. Loomba,
associate professor of electrical
engineering announced today.
Dr. Loomba called the laboratory "a revolutionary opportunity
or implementing almost any electrical system with the help of
Digital Modules."
Digital Modules work on the
basis of binary number system
using only ones and zeros. By
eliminating the other numbers the
whole system is miniaturized and
simplified.
Comparable laboratories exist
now only in leading scientific institutions such ati Jet Pmpulsion
Labs in Pasadena and M1.T.
uriPS for undergrads and
grads arc now available in the
laboralory.
-

FOR LOVERS OF THE GREAT INDOORS, TOO!
WASHABLE AND SPECIALLY PRICED AT ONLY

TIlt 1Noi
IL’Pli
largest diamond was discovered by
a man who thought he was the
victim of a joke.
During the early 1900s, Frederick Wells, a diamond mine superintendent in Africa, spotted a large
stone imbedded in the side of a
pit. reflecting the setting sun.
Even though he suspected a
"plant" made of glass, he dug it
out and found to his amazement
that he possessed a rough diamond
weighing 3,106 carats, or one and
a third pounds. He sold it in 1907
for $750.000.

A

Fatal Opportunity Employ.%

. IN
PONT* row PROPUL,12N-PoWrit rop AllyrtiARY SYsTEMS.
,clUDI, AIRCRAFT, MISSILES, SPACE ,tritclei, MARINI_ AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS.

ELS.

Press-Free
Post-Grads

Nothing puts a crease in
these pants where a crease
doesn’t belong. They hold
their crisp, neat look hour
after hour. No matter how
often they get washed, they
never, ever need ironing.
Trimly tapered with belt
loops and cuffs. Colors and
fabrics for casual and dress
wear. 65% Dacron’ polyester/35% cotton, $6.98. Flannels, hopsacking, reverse
twists, Acrilan’acrylic, $7.98.
(Slightly higher in the West.)
H.I.S. Slacks
available at:

iS

ART MARTINEZ
MEN S WEAR
ht and San Carlos
Open Mon.. Thurs., Fri. until 9 p.m.
v d.to all parting

ci
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